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Using model-driven risk analysis inomponent-based developmentGyrd Brændeland Ketil StølenSINTEF and University of OsloDeember 20, 2010AbstratModular system development auses hallenges for seurity and safety as up-graded sub-omponents may interat with the system in unforeseen ways. Due totheir lak of modularity, onventional risk analysis methods are poorly suited toaddress these hallenges. We propose to adjust an existing method for model-basedrisk analysis into a method for omponent-based risk analysis. We also propose astepwise integration of the omponent-based risk analysis method into a omponent-based development proess. By using the same kinds of desription tehniques tospeify funtional behaviour and risks, we may ahieve upgrading of risk analysisdoumentation as an integrated part of omponent omposition and re�nement.
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1 IntrodutionWhen your omputer rashes just as you are about to take a last print out on yourway home it is annoying. But when software glithes ause errati behaviour of ritialfuntions in your ar it may be serious. Produts suh as ars, laptops, smart phonesand mobile devies in general are not sold as �nished produts, but rely more and moreon software omponents that may be upgraded several times during their lifetime. Theproblems faed by Toyota in explaining what aused the problem with the stiky ael-erators (Ahrens, 2010) illustrate how upgrades may interat with the rest of the systemin unforeseen ways. The �exibility o�ered by modular development failitates rapid de-velopment and deployment, but auses hallenges for risk analysis that are not addressedby urrent methods. By risk we mean the ombination of the onsequene and likelihoodof an unwanted event. By risk analysis we mean the proess to understand the nature ofrisk and determining the level of risk (ISO, 2009b).A widely adopted requirement to omponents is that they need to be distinguishedfrom their environment and other omponents, in order to be independently deployable.This distintion is provided by a lear spei�ation of the omponent interfaes and byenapsulating the omponent implementation (Crnkovi and Larsson, 2002). The samepriniples of modularity and omposition should apply to risk analysis methods targetingomponent-based systems. A modular understanding of risks is a prerequisite for robustomponent-based development and for maintaining the trustworthiness of omponent-based systems. Ultimately, one annot have omponent-based development without amodular understanding of risks.To understand the risks related to deploying a new omponent or upgrading an existingone is hallenging: It requires an understanding not only of the risks of the omponentitself, but also of how its interations with the system a�et the risk level of the systemas a whole and how they a�et the risk level of eah other. An example is the knownbu�er over�ow vulnerability of previous versions of the media player Winamp, whihmay allow an unauthentiated attaker using a rafted �le to exeute arbitrary ode ona vulnerable system. By default Internet Explorer opens rafted �les without promptingthe user (Seunia, 2006). Hene, the probability of a suessful attak is muh higher ifa user utilises both Internet Explorer and Winamp, than only one of them.The likelihood of an unwanted event depends partly on external fators, suh as thelikelihood that a threat ours. In onventional risk analyses the parts of the environ-ment that are relevant for estimating the risk-level are therefore often inluded in theanalysis. Furthermore, in existing risk analysis methods (Alberts et al., 1999; Farquhar,1991; Swiderski and Snyder, 2004), the environment and the time-frame are viewed asonstants. These features of existing risk analysis methods make them poorly suited toanalyse modular systems whose threats varies with the environment in whih the systemsexist (Verdon and MGraw, 2004).1.1 A framework for omponent-based risk analysisThe purpose of this report is to present a framework for omponent-based risk analysis.The objetive of omponent-based risk analysis is to improve omponent robustness andfailitate reuse of risk analysis results to allow omposition of overall analyses more e�-5



iently than analysing systems from srath. A method for omponent-based risk analysisshould adhere to the same priniples of enapsulation and modularity as omponent-baseddevelopment methods, without ompromising the feasibility of the approah or standardde�nitions of risk (ISO, 2009b,a; Standards Australia, 2004). To ease the analysis ofhow hanges in a omponent a�ets system risks, it should be possible to represent riskrelated onepts suh as assets, inidents, onsequenes and inident probabilities, as anintegrated part of omponent behaviour. To support robust omponent-development inpratie it should be easy to ombine risk analysis results into a risk analysis for thesystem as a whole.In order to evaluate the presented framework with regard to the above requirementsto omponent-based risk analysis, we apply it to a running example involving the devel-opment and risk analysis of an instant messaging omponent for smart phones. It is a�titious example, but nevertheless represents a realisti ase for omponent developmentthat is of pratial relevane.We also use the ase to illustrate the various steps of the proposed framework, toexplore existing system spei�ation and risk analysis tehniques that may be used toarry out the various tasks involved in omponent-based risk analysis, and to identifyareas where further researh is needed in order to obtain a full method for omponent-based risk analysis.The proposed framework is based on the CORAS method for model-driven risk anal-ysis. The CORAS method (den Braber et al., 2007) ombines risk analysis methods withUML-inspired systems modelling. CORAS has no partiular support for omponent-based development. We believe, however, that UML models are well suited to doumentand struture risk analysis results at the omponent level.1.2 OutlineThis report is strutured as follows: In Setion 2 we explain the basi notions of riskanalysis in general and we give an overview of the CORAS method for model-driven riskanalysis. We also brie�y explain our notion of a omponent and give an overview of theomponent development proess proposed by Cheesman and Daniels. In Setion 3 weexplain the notion of risk in a omponent setting. We also present the overall frameworkfor omponent-based risk analysis and its stepwise integration into a omponent-baseddevelopment proess.In setions 4 to 7 we go through the initial steps of the integrated approah. We usea ombination of UML 2.0 notation (Rumbaugh et al., 2005) and sequene diagrams inSTAIRS (Haugen and Stølen, 2003; Haugen et al., 2004) for the omponent spei�ationsand CORAS diagrams (den Braber et al., 2003) for the risk analysis doumentation. InSetion 6.1 we brie�y explain the STAIRS approah and how it an be used to aptureprobabilisti behaviour, whih is a prerequisite for representing risks. In Setion 6.2 wepresent an extension to CORAS with failities for doumenting assumptions of a riskanalysis, whih is used to obtain modularity of risk analysis results. In Setion 7.2 weintrodue a alulus for omposition of risk analysis results.In Setion 8 we attempt to plae our work in relation to ongoing researh withinrelated areas. Finally, in Setion 9, we summarise our �ndings, disuss the extent towhih our requirements to a omponent-based risk analysis method is met and point out6



what remains in order to ahieve a full method.2 BakgroundThis report addresses the intersetion of risk analysis and omponent-based development.As these notions may mean di�erent things in di�erent settings and ommunities, webegin by explaining our notions of risk analysis and omponent.2.1 Risk analysisWe explain the onepts of risk analysis and how they are related to eah other througha oneptual model, aptured by a UML lass diagram (Rumbaugh et al., 2005) in Fig-ure 1. The onventional risk onepts are adapted from international standards for riskmanagement (ISO, 2009a,b; Standards Australia, 2004). The assoiations between theonepts have ardinalities speifying the number of instanes of one element that anbe related to one instane of the other. The hollow diamond symbolises aggregation andthe �lled omposition. Elements onneted with an aggregation an also be part of otheraggregations, while omposite elements only exist within the spei�ed omposition.There are many forms and variations of risk analysis, depending on the appliationdomain, suh as �nane, reliability and safety, or seurity. In �nane risk analysis isonerned with balaning potential gain against risk of investment loss. In this setting arisk an be both positive and negative. Within reliability/safety and seurity risk analysisis onerned with proteting what is already there. The �rst approah may be seen aso�ensive risk analysis, while the latter may be seen as defensive risk analysis. This reportfouses upon defensive risk analysis.

Figure 1: Coneptual model of risk analysisWe explain the oneptual model as follows: Stakeholders are those people and organ-isations who are a�eted by a deision or ativity and on whose behalf the risk analysisis onduted. An asset is something to whih a stakeholder diretly assigns value and,hene, for whih the stakeholder requires protetion. An asset is uniquely linked to itsstakeholder. An inident is an event with negative onsequenes for the assets to beproteted. Within the safety domain an inident may for example be a disharge of toxi7



hemials or nulear reator melt down. In the seurity domain an inident may be aon�dentiality breah, for example due to theft or a human blunder, ompromised in-tegrity of information of the system itself or loss of servie availability. A onsequene isthe outome of an event that a�ets assets. A vulnerability is a weakness whih an beexploited by one or more threats. A threat is a potential ause of an inident. It maybe external (e.g., hakers or viruses) or internal (e.g., system failures). Furthermore, athreat may be intentional, that is, an attaker, or unintentional, that is, someone ausingan inident by fault or by aident. Probability is the extent to whih an inident willour. Coneptually, as illustrated by the UML lass diagram in Figure 1, a risk onsistsof an inident, its probability and onsequene with regard to a given asset. There maybe a range of possible outomes assoiated with an inident. This implies that an inidentmay have onsequenes for several assets. Hene, an inident may be part of several risks.2.1.1 Model-driven risk analysisThe CORAS method for model-driven risk analysis o�ers speialised diagrams to modelrisks. The CORAS modelling language onsists of a graphial and a textual syntax andsemantis. It was originally de�ned as a UML pro�le, and has later been ustomisedand re�ned in several aspets, based on experienes from industrial ase studies, and byempirial investigations. The CORAS method also onsist of a step-by-step desriptionof the risk analysis proess, with a guideline for onstruting the CORAS diagrams; andthe CORAS tool for doumenting, maintaining and reporting risk analysis results.As illustrated by Figure 2, the CORAS proess is divided into eight steps (Lundet al., 2010). The �rst four of these steps are introdutory in the sense that they areused to establish a ommon understanding of the target of the analysis and to makethe target desription that will serve as a basis for the subsequent steps. This inludesall assumptions about the ontext or setting in whih the target is supposed to work aswell as a omplete list of onstraints regarding whih aspets of the target should reeivespeial attention, whih aspets an be ignored, and so on. The remaining four steps aredevoted to the atual detailed analysis. This inludes identifying onrete risks and theirrisk level as well as identifying and assessing potential treatments.The risk analysis proess is iterative, indiated by the double arrows between eahstep. During the risk identi�ation step it may for example be neessary to go bak andmake more detailed target desriptions. Also the overall risk analysis proess is iterative:ideally, the target should be analysed anew, after treatments have been identi�ed, tohek whether the treatments have the desired e�et and no ritial side e�ets.2.2 Component-based developmentComponent-based development enompasses a range of di�erent tehnologies and ap-proahes. It refers to a way of thinking, or a strategy for development, rather than aspei� tehnology. The idea is that omplex systems should be built or omposed fromreusable omponents, rather than programmed from srath. A development tehniqueonsists of a syntax for speifying omponent behaviour and system arhitetures, andrules (if formal) or guidelines (if informal/semiformal) for inremental development ofsystems from spei�ations. 8
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Figure 2: The eight steps of the CORAS method
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Our omponent model is illustrated in Figure 3. An interfae is a ontrat desribing
Figure 3: Coneptual omponent modelboth the provided operations and the servies required to provide the spei�ed operations.A omponent is a olletion of interfaes some of whih may interat between themselves.Interfaes interat by the transmission and onsumption of messages. We refer to thetransmission and onsumption of messages as events.Our omponent model is inspired by the one de�ned by Cheesman and Daniels (2001),but in order to keep the omponent model simple and general we have made some adjust-ments. Aording to the omponent de�nition of Cheesman and Daniels, a omponentspei�ation is a realisation ontrat desribing provided interfaes and omponent de-pendenies in terms of required interfaes. A provided interfae is a usage ontrat,desribing a set of operations provided by a omponent objet. As shown in our onep-tual omponent model, we do not distinguish between usage and realisation ontrats.An interfae is our basi unit of spei�ation.2.2.1 Model-driven omponent developmentFor the ase of the presentation we have followed a proess for omponent developmentusing UML diagrams, proposed by Cheesman and Daniels (2001). However, our approahis not restrited to following this partiular development proess.UML (OMG, 2007) is a semiformal desription and modelling language. By semi-formal we mean a tehnique based on semiformal desription and modelling languages,whih is seemingly formal but lak a preisely de�ned syntax, or ontains onstruts withan unlear semantis (Broy and Stølen, 2001). There is a large number of semiformal de-velopment tehniques built up around UML, suh as for example RUP (Rational Uni�edProess) (Kruhten, 2004). RUP is a framework for an iterative software developmentproess strutured into a series of so alled work�ows. Eah work�ow produes an arte-fat that is used as input in the next work�ow. The proess proposed by Cheesmanand Daniels resembles RUP, but is spei�ally tailored towards omponent-based devel-opment. A bene�t of using a UML-based method is that UML is the de fato indus-try standard for system spei�ation, and therefore familiar to most system developers.Moreover, sine the CORAS risk modelling language is adapted from UML diagrams, thenormal behaviour and the risk behaviour of omponents an be modelled using the samekind of diagrams.Figure 4 shows the overall development proess proposed by Cheesman and Daniels.The grey boxes represent work�ows as de�ned in RUP. The proess starts by desribingthe overall omponent requirements, suh as funtional requirements and quality of ser-vie requirements. During the requirements work�ow the omponent is viewed as a blakbox, any internal behaviour of sub-parts is hidden. The requirements work�ow should10
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Figure 4: The work�ows of the omponent development proessdeliver a business onept model and a set of use ases to the spei�ation work�ow. Abusiness onept model is a oneptual model of the business domain that needs to beunderstood and agreed. Its main purpose is to reate a ommon voabulary among thebusiness people involved with in projet. A use ase desribes interations between a user(or other external ator) and the system, and therefore helps to de�ne the system bound-ary (Cheesman and Daniels, 2001). During the spei�ation work�ow the omponentis deomposed into interfaes that are re�ned further, independently of eah other. Itentails identifying interfaes, desribing interfae interation and dependenies and spe-ifying how the interfaes an be �tted together into a omponent that re�nes the originalrequirements. The output from the spei�ation work�ow is used in the provisioningwork�ow to determine what interfaes to build or buy, in the assembly work�ow to guidethe orret integration of interfaes, and in the test work�ow as input to test sripts.We use sequene diagrams in STAIRS (Haugen and Stølen, 2003; Haugen et al., 2004)to speify the interfae interations in the spei�ation work�ow. STAIRS is a formalapproah to system development with UML sequene diagrams that supports an inre-mental and modular development proess. STAIRS assigns a formal trae semantis tosequene diagrams and de�nes re�nement relations for spei�ations and ompliane re-lations for implementations. STAIRS is not part of the proess developed by Cheesmanand Daniels. The bene�t of using STAIRS to speify interfae interations is that itsupports inremental development through re�nement.3 Component-based risk analysis and developmentWe propose to integrate the proess of risk analysis into a omponent-based develop-ment proess. In order to obtain a method for omponent-based risk analysis, we needto understand the meaning of risk in a omponent setting. In partiular, we need tounderstand whih risk onepts to inlude at the omponent level, without ompromising11



the modularity of our omponents. In Setion 3.1 we present a oneptual model foromponent-based risk analysis that relates some of the onepts from risk analysis to theoneptual omponent model. In Setion 3.2 we give an overview of our approah forintegrating risk analysis into a omponent-based development proess.3.1 Component-based risk analysis oneptsFigure 5 shows how the oneptual model of risk analysis relates to the oneptual om-ponent model. We identify assets on behalf of omponent interfaes as illustrated in

Figure 5: Coneptual model of omponent-based asset-driven risk analysisFigure 5. Eah interfae has a set of assets. Hene, the onept of a stakeholder is im-pliitly present in the integrated oneptual model, through the onept of an interfae1.An inident refers to an event of an interfae that harms at least one of its assets. Anevent is as explained above either the onsumption or the transmission of a message by aninterfae. Moreover, a onsequene is a measure on the level of seriousness of an inidentwith regard to an asset. The onept of a threat is not part of the integrated oneptualmodel as a threat is something that belongs to the environment of a omponent.3.2 Integrating risk analysis into omponent-based developmentAs already mentioned, we adapt the CORAS method to make it suitable for omponent-based risk analysis. We aim, in partiular, to integrate risk analysis into the early stagesof omponent development. We have strutured the adapted method to orrespond withthe requirements and spei�ation work�ow in the Cheesman and Daniels proess.Figure 6 gives an overview of the integration of the adapted method into the develop-ment proess of Cheesman and Daniels. For eah step in the requirements and spei�a-tion work�ow, we �rst ondut the development step and then ondut the orrespondingrisk analysis step.1Note that there may be interfaes with no assets; in this ase the stakeholder orresponding to theinterfae has nothing to protet. 12
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Figure 6: Integrating risk analysis into omponent-based developmentFigure 7 shows how the work�ows of the adapted method relate to the steps in theCORAS method. We have left out the steps Preparation for the analysis and Customerpreparation of target of the CORAS method, as they are taken are of by the omponentspei�ation work�ows. We have ollapsed the tasks of the introdutory steps Re�nethe target desription using asset diagrams and Approval of target desription into onework�ow that we all Requirements to protetion de�nition. While the requirementsde�nition aptures the quality of servie and funtional requirements, the requirementsto protetion speify the aeptable level of risk, that is, what may be tolerated withrespet to risks.In omponent-based risk analysis we need to desribe assets at the level of omponentinterfaes. We have therefore inluded the step Interfae asset identi�ation as part ofthe spei�ation work�ow of the risk analysis proess. This step is not part of the originalCORAS proess as deomposition of assets is not required in onventional risk analysis.We augment the spei�ation of the interfae interations with spei�ations of theinterfae risk interations. Even if the omponent spei�ation is veri�ed to re�ne theomponent requirements this of ourse does not mean that the requirements to prote-tion are ful�lled. In addition to speifying the ordinary omponent behaviour we musttherefore also haraterise its way of protetion.In the following setions we go through the initial steps of the integrated approahto omponent-based development and risk analysis in more detail. The presentation isstrutured into four setions (Setions 4 through 7.1) orresponding to the early stagesin a omponent-based development proess.We fous our presentation on the points where the omponent-oriented approah torisk analysis di�ers from the CORAS proess. For a full presentation of the CORASmethod we refer to the book Model driven risk analysis. The CORAS approah by Lundet al. (2010) and for a presentation of the omponent-based system development proesswe refer to the book UML Components. A simple proess for speifying omponent-based13
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Figure 7: Adapting CORAS into a omponent-based risk analysis proess
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software by Cheesman and Daniels.4 RequirementsIn this Setion we explain how to perform the requirements to protetion de�nition stepof the omponent-based risk analysis method, based in the requirements de�nition. Inaordane with the integrated proess desribed in the previous setion we �rst give therequirements de�nition (Setion 4.1), and then present the requirements to protetionde�nition (Setion 4.2). As shown in Figure 7, the requirements to protetion de�nitionover the four introdutory steps of the CORAS method whih inludes identifying assetsand establishing their required protetion level. In Setion 4.2 we explain how thesetasks may be adapted to omply with the priniples of modularity and enapsulation ofomponent development. A summary of the adjustments is given in Table 6.4.1 Requirements de�nitionThe purpose of requirements de�nition is to desribe what servies the omponent shouldprovide, alloate responsibilities for the various servies and to deide upon the omponentboundary (Cheesman and Daniels, 2001).4.1.1 Use asesCheesman and Daniels employ use ases to identify the ators interating with the om-ponent, and list those interations. A use ase helps to de�ne the boundary of theomponent. One ator is always identi�ed as the ator who initiates the use ase; theother ators, if any, are used by the system (and sometimes the initiating ator) to meetthe initiator's goal (Cheesman and Daniels, 2001).In the following we introdue the ase that will serve as a running example throughoutthe presentation of the integrated omponent development and risk analysis proess.The ase we present is inspired by a tutorial on developing a hat servie using OSGi(The Open Soure Gateway initiative) � a standardised omputing environment for net-worked servies (Watson and Kriens, 2006). It is a �titious example, but neverthelessrepresents a realisti ase for omponent development that is of pratial relevane.Example 1 (Use ases for the instant messaging omponent) The instant mes-saging omponent should allow users to interat in hat sessions and exhange media �leswith buddies, organised in a peer-to-peer fashion, as illustrated in Figure 8. It should bepossible to deploy and run the servie on smart phones; laptops et etera running on adynami omponent platform.Buddies use Channel interfaes to interat with eah other. A Channel is one way. Auser of an instant messaging omponent an reeive messages through her own Channeland send messages to buddies through their Channels.The UML use ase diagram in Figure 9 shows the ators interating with the instantmessaging omponent. The ator User initiates the use ases User login, List buddies,Send message and Send musi �le. We assume the instant messaging omponent uses15



Figure 8: Peer-to-peer instant messaging

Figure 9: Use ase diagram
16



an external servie represented through the ator Remoting servie, whih handles dis-overy of other servies and registers the messaging servie. In order to perform theations involved in the Send message and Send musi �le use ases the instant messagingomponent employs an ator Output hannel.The ator Input hannel initiates the use ases Reeive musi �le and Reeive message.To perform the ations involved in the Reeive musi �le and Reeive message use asesthe instant messaging omponent employs servies provided by the ators Media playerand Display, respetively.Cheesman and Daniels break use ases down into steps and use those steps to identifythe system operations needed to ful�l the system's responsibilities. For simpliity weleave out the detailed use ase desriptions here. 24.1.2 Business onept modelA business onept model is a oneptual model of the business domain that needs tobe understood and agreed. Its main purpose is to reate a ommon voabulary amongthe business people involved in the projet. Hene, the business onept model shouldinlude the informational onepts that exist in the problem domain.Example 2 (Business onept model for the instant messaging omponent)The business onept model is a oneptual model of the information that exists in theproblem domain. Based in the Use ase diagram we identify four main informational on-epts: User, Buddy, Musi �le and Message. We use a UML lass diagram (Figure 10)to depit the various onepts and the relations between them. The assoiations betweenthe onepts have ardinalities speifying the number of instanes of one element thatan be related to one instane of the other. The business onept shows the informa-
Figure 10: Business onept modeltional onepts of a single instant messaging omponent. A user of an instant messagingomponent may send and reeive several messages and musi �les and have several bud-dies. The assoiations between User and the other informational onepts are thereforeone-to-many. 24.2 Requirements to protetion de�nitionThe purpose of the requirements to protetion de�nition is to establish the aepted levelof risk towards omponent assets. An asset is something whih is of value and that shouldbe proteted from harm. 17



Prior to establishing the aepted level of risks towards assets, the CORAS methodrequires that the following sub-tasks are onduted: desribing the target of analysis;identifying stakeholders; and identifying and value assets. As explained in Setion 2.1the stakeholders are the asset-owners, on whose behalf the risk analysis is onduted.The goal of desribing the target of analysis is to de�ne the exat boundaries of theomponent that will be assessed. In onventional risk analysis the target of analysis maybe a system, a part of a system or a system aspet. In omponent-based risk analysis weidentify the target of analysis as the omponent or omponent interfae being analysed.Due to the overall requirement that the risk analysis results must omply with thesame priniples of modularity as the omponent spei�ations, both omponents and theirassoiated risk attributes must be self-ontained. This means that we annot have a spe-i�ation that requires knowledge about external ators or stakeholders. In omponent-based risk analysis we therefore identify assets on behalf of the omponent or omponentinterfae whih is the target of analysis.During the requirements to protetion de�nition work�ow we identify system levelassets. After we have identi�ed omponent interfaes we must assign the system inter-faes to the interfaes they belong to and identify business level assets, that is, assetsbelonging to business interfaes, if any suh exists. Sine an interfae seldom is a humanbeing, however, deisions regarding assets and their protetion level must be done by theomponent owner, or the development team in an understanding with the omponentowner.4.2.1 Identify omponent assetsAn asset may be physial, suh as data handled by a omponent interfae. It may also bepurely oneptual, suh as for example the satisfation of the omponent user or it mayrefer to properties of data or of a servie, suh as on�dentiality or availability. We usethe use ase diagrams and the business onept model in as input to identify omponentassets.Example 3 (Assets of the instant messaging omponent) The result of the assetidenti�ation is doumented in a CORAS asset diagram shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Asset identi�ationAs already we identify assets at omponent level on behalf of the Instant messagingomponent itself. The business onept model in Figure 10 shows the type of information18



that exists in the problem domain. We use this to identify three informational assets ofvalue for the instant messaging omponent: UserId, Message and Media �le.The use ase diagram in Figure 9 shows several use ases involving the sending andreeption of information. We identify Availability as an asset of the omponent, implyingthat the timely operation of these use ases is a valuable feature that we wish to protet.24.2.2 Establish the level of protetionThe protetion level for an asset is deided by the requirements to protetion. Therequirements to protetion de�nition should serve as input to the omponent protetionspei�ation work�ow, where we hek whether the requirements are ful�lled by theomponent spei�ation. If the omponent spei�ation does not ful�l the requirementsto protetion, it should be revised. A risk is the potential of an inident to our.The risk level of a risk is a funtion of the likelihood of the inident to our and itsonsequene (Lund et al., 2010).Likelihood values are given as frequenies or probabilities. Consequene, in termsof harm to one or more omponent assets, is a measure on the level of seriousness of aninident. Likelihood and onsequene sales may be qualitative (e.g., Unlikely, Likely andMinor, Moderate, Major), or quantitative (e.g., 0.1, 0.8 and 100$). Qualitative valuesan be mapped to onrete values. A Minor onsequene with regard to availability mayfor example orrespond to at most one minute delay in response time, while a Majoronsequene may orrespond to a delay for more than one hour.A ommon way to represent a risk funtion is by a oordinate system with onse-quene values on the y-axis and likelihood values on the x-axis. Eah entry in the matrixrepresents a risk value.Example 4 (Likelihood sale and risk funtions) For the purpose of this examplewe use the likelihood sale Unlikely, Possible, Likely, Almost ertain and Certain. Eahlinguisti term is mapped to an interval of probability values in Table 1. We use theonsequene sale Minor, Moderate, Major. For the ase of simpliity we do not providequantitative onsequene values in this example.Likelihood DesriptionUnlikely 〈0.00, 0.25]Possible 〈0.25, 0.50]Likely 〈0.50, 0.70]Almost ertain 〈0.70, 0.99]Certain {1.00}Table 1: Likelihood sale for probabilitiesTables 2 to 5 de�ne the risk funtions for the four assets. We have only two riskvalues: high and low, where the grey areas represent high and the white represents low.The risk values deide the requirements to protetion: risks with a low risk value areaeptable, while risks with a high risk value are unaeptable and must be treated. Sofor example we do not aept risks towards the UserId asset with onsequene Moderateand likelihood Possible or higher. 219



Consequene LikelihoodUnlikely Possible Likely Almost ertain CertainMinorModerateMajor Table 2: Protetion riteria for UserIdConsequene LikelihoodUnlikely Possible Likely Almost ertain CertainMinorModerateMajor Table 3: Protetion riteria for MessageConsequene LikelihoodUnlikely Possible Likely Almost ertain CertainMinorModerateMajor Table 4: Protetion riteria for AvailabilityConsequene LikelihoodUnlikely Possible Likely Almost ertain CertainMinorModerateMajor Table 5: Protetion riteria for Media �leSummary of omponent-based risk analysis: work�ow 1� Objetive: Establish the aepted level of risk towards omponent assets.� Input doumentation: The business onept model and use ases delivered fromthe requirements de�nition.� Output doumentation: Asset diagrams, likelihood sale and for eah diretasset; a onsequene sale, risk funtion and requirements to protetion.� Adaptations to CORAS:1. The target of analysis is the omponent itself.2. We identify assets on behalf of the omponent.Table 6: Requirements to protetion de�nition20



5 Interfaes and their assetsIn this Setion we explain how to identify assets at the interfae level, based on therequirements to protetion de�nition and the interfae identi�ation. In aordane withthe integrated proess, we �rst ondut interfae identi�ation (Setion 5.1); thereafterwe identify the assets of eah interfae (Setion 5.2). As illustrated in Figure 7, theinterfae asset identi�ation step is not part of the original CORAS proess.5.1 Interfae identi�ationInterfae identi�ation is the �rst stage of the spei�ation work�ow. It entails deom-posing the omponent into interfaes. Cheesman and Daniels (2001) distinguish betweentwo layers of a omponent: the system layer and the business layer. The system layerprovides aess to the servies of the omponent. It ats as a faade for the layer below.The business layer implements the ore business information and is responsible for theinformation managed by the omponent. The use ase diagram from the requirementswork�ow guides the identi�ation of system interfaes and the business onept modelguides the identi�ation of business interfaes.5.1.1 Identifying system interfaes and operationsA use ase indiates the types of operations that the omponent should o�er throughinterfaes. Cheesman and Daniels (2001) propose to de�ne one system interfae per usease. For eah step in the use ase desription they onsider whether there are systemresponsibilities that need to be modelled. A system responsibility is represented by oneor more operations of the responsible system interfae.Example 5 (Instant messaging system interfaes) As explained in Setion 4 thereare two types of external ators that an initiate use ases: the ator User initiates theuse ases User login, List buddies, Send message and Send musi �le and the ator Inputhannel initiates the use ases Reeive musi �le and Reeive message. For simpliity weleave out the desriptions of steps involved in a use ase in this example and we mostlylet one use ase orrespond to one operation.We group the two operations orresponding to the use ases Reeive musi �le andReeive message initiated by Input hannel into one interfae Channel. The operations ofthe interfae Channel are invoked by other instant messaging omponents when a buddyattempts to transfer messages or �les.With regard to the operations orresponding to use ases initiated by User we onsiderthat sending messages, listing buddies and login are related to hatting and group themtogether in one interfae alled Chat. The operation orresponding to the use ase, Sendmusi �le, gets its own interfae that we all FileTransfer.Figure 12 shows the interfae types, that is, the interfae name and the list ofoperations it provides. Inspired by Cheesman and Daniels (2001) we use the stereo-types ≪ interfae type≫, rather than applying the prede�ned UML modelling element
≪ interfae≫, whih is used for modelling the implementation level. 2
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Figure 12: System interfae types5.1.2 Identifying business interfaesIn order to identify business interfaes, Cheesman and Daniels re�ne the business oneptmodel into a business type model. The purpose of the business type model is to formalisethe business onept model to de�ne the system's knowledge of the outside world.Example 6 (Instant messaging business interfaes) For the purpose of the exam-ple, we assume that we have re�ned the business onept model into a business type modelproviding the neessary input. The only type of information that the instant messagingomponent itself manages, is the user id. Hene, we identify one business interfae User-Mgr, shown in Figure 13. Other types of information are handled by external interfaes.The UserMgr interfae has an operation validate, for heking that the user informationis orret. 2

Figure 13: Business interfae type5.1.3 Interfae dependeniesIt is also neessary to identify existing interfaes that are part of the environment intowhih the instant messaging omponent will be deployed. In order to speify interfae de-pendenies we introdue the stereotype≪ interfae spe≫. The stereotype≪ interfae spe≫resembles the prede�ned UML modelling element ≪omponent≫, but is used to modelthe spei�ation rather than the implementation level. The interfae dependenies aredetailed further as part of the interfae interation spei�ation.Example 7 (Instant messaging dependenies) As already explained, the instant mes-saging omponent provides an interfae Channel, whih may reeive messages and �lesfrom other instant messaging servies. The Channel interfae is one way. In order toimplement the operations desribed by the Send message and Send musi �le use ases,the instant messaging omponent employs the Channel interfae of the buddy's instantmessaging omponent, as illustrated in the use ase diagram in Figure 9.Hene, both the interfaes FileTransfer and Chat require an external interfae Chan-nel to implement their operations. We speify whih interfaes an interfae requires22



Figure 14: Interfae dependeniesthrough the use of sokets in Figure 14. The lollipop at the top of eah interfae symbol-ises the onnetion point through whih other interfaes may employ the servies of theinterfae. For example, the required interfae Channel indiated by the soket of the Chatinterfae, is the Channel interfae it requires in order to send messages to buddies. Thisis not the same as the provided interfae Channel of the instant messaging omponent.We also identi�ed the ator Remoting servie that the instant messaging omponentemploys to handle disovery of other servies and registering the messaging servie, andators Display andMediaPlayer that the instant messaging omponent employs to imple-ment the operations desribed by the Reeive message and Reeive musi �le use ases,respetively. Thus, the Chat servie requires an interfae Remoting servie for remotingservies and the Channel interfae requires interfaes MediaPlayer and Display in orderto display messages or play musi �les reeived from buddies.In Setion 5.1.2 we identi�ed an interfae UserMgr that is responsible for managingthe user id. This interfae is used by the interfae Chat to implement the operations ofthe User login use ase. 25.2 Interfae asset identi�ationIn the previous setion we deomposed the omponent into interfaes. The point of thisis that we an re�ne the interfae spei�ation independently of eah other, before theyare �tted together during the omponent spei�ation step. Suh a modular approahfailitates reuse and maintenane of sub-omponents and interfaes. For the same reasonwe want to identify and analyse risks at the interfae level and then ombine the interfaerisks into a risk piture for the omponent as a whole during the omponent protetionspei�ation step. In order to be able to analyse risks at the interfae level we must deidefor eah omponent asset whih of the omponent interfaes it belongs to. Aording toour oneptual model of omponent-based risk analysis in Figure 5 the set of omponentassets is the union of the assets of its interfaes.We use the interfae spei�ations to guide the proess of assigning assets to interfaes.As already explained assets may be physial, suh as data handled by a omponentinterfae, or properties of data or of a servie, suh as on�dentiality or availability. Weuse the rule of thumb that assets referring to data are assigned to the interfaes handlingthe data. Assets referring to properties of data or servies are assigned to the interfaes23



handling the data or ontributing to the servies for whih the properties are relevant.In order to evaluate risks at the omponent level, the risk analyst must deide how toompute the harm towards omponent assets from harm towards its onstituent assets.Example 8 (Assets of the instant messaging interfaes) During the requirementswork�ow we identi�ed assets on behalf of the instant messaging omponent. In Setion 5.1we deomposed the instant messaging omponent into four interfaes: FileTransfer, Chatand Channel and UserMgr.Figures 15 to 17 show the interfae assets. The asset UserId refers to the informationalontent of the user ID whih is handled both by the Chat and the UserMgr interfaes.We therefore deompose this asset into two: Chat UserId whih we assign to the Chatinterfae, and UserMgr UserId whih we assign to the UserMgr interfae. The asset
Figure 15: Asset identi�ation for the Chat interfae

Figure 16: Asset identi�ation for the FileTransfer and UserMgr interfaesMessage refers to messages sent from a user to a buddy. This task is inluded in theSend message use ase, whih we assigned to the Chat interfae. Hene, we assign theasset Message to the Chat interfae. The asset Media �le refers to media �les sent from
Figure 17: Asset identi�ation for the Channel interfaea buddy to a user. This task is inluded in the Reeive musi �le use ase, whih weassigned to the Channel interfae and we assign the Media �le asset to that interfae.The asset Availability refers to the time the instant messaging omponent uses to respond24



to operation alls. Availability is of relevane to all three system interfaes (FileTrans-fer, Chat, Channel). We therefore deompose this asset into three assets: FileTransferAvailability, Chat Availability and Channel Availability and assign one to eah systeminterfae.As mentioned earlier we must deide how to ompute the harm towards omponentassets from harm towards its onstituent assets. For example an inident harming anyof the interfae assets Chat UserId or UserMgr UserId will onstitute an inident withregard to the omponent asset UserId, sine this is the union of the two interfae assets.For simpliity, in this example, we have deided that harm towards an interfae assetonstitute the same level of harm towards the orresponding omponent asset. Hene,the risk protetion matries for Chat UserId and User Mgr UserId are the same as theone de�ned for UserID and the risk protetion matries for the FileTransfer Availability,Chat Availability and Channel Availability assets are the same as the Availability riskprotetion matrix. 2Summary of omponent-based risk analysis: work�ow 2, step 1� Objetive: Assign assets to interfaes.� Input doumentation: The asset diagrams from the requirements to protetionwork�ow and the interfae spei�ation diagrams from the interfae identi�ationstep in the spei�ation work�ow.� Output doumentation: Interfae asset diagrams.� Adaptations to CORAS: This step is not part of the original CORAS proess.Table 7: Interfae asset identi�ation6 InterationsIn this Setion we explain how to speify the interfae risk interations, based on thespei�ation of the interfae interations. In aordane with the integrated proessdesribed in Setion 3 we �rst desribe the normal interations (Setion 6.1), and thenthe risk interations (Setion 6.2). The normal interations desribe how eah of theinterfaes identi�ed in the previous setion use other interfaes in order to implementtheir operations. The risk interations apture how the normal interations an be mis-used in order to ause inidents that harm the identi�ed interfae assets. In order tospeify risk interations we �rst identify and estimate risk using threat diagrams. Thesesteps are part of the original CORAS proess, but should follow ertain onventionsin order to omply with the priniples of modularity and enapsulation of omponentdevelopment. The integration of risk behaviour as part of the interfae spei�ation isnot part of the original CORAS method.
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6.1 Interfae interationsCheesman and Daniels (2001) use UML 1.3 ollaboration diagrams to speify the desiredinterations between omponent objets. UML 1.3 ollaboration diagrams orrespond toommuniation diagrams in UML 2.0. A UML 1.3 ollaboration diagram an fous onone partiular omponent objet and show how it uses the interfaes of other omponentobjets. Aording to Cheesman and Daniels sequene diagrams an be used insteadof ollaboration diagrams. They prefer ollaboration diagrams beause they show therelationship between diagrams.We use sequene diagrams in STAIRS (Haugen and Stølen, 2003; Haugen et al., 2004)to speify interfae interations. STAIRS is a formalisation of the main onepts in UML2.0 sequene diagrams. A sequene diagram shows messages passed between two or moreroles (interfaes in our ase), arranged in time sequene. An interfae is shown as alifeline, that is, a vertial line that represents the interfae throughout the interation. Amessage an also ome from or go to the environment (that is, outside the diagram). Theentry and exit points for messages oming from or going to the environment are alledgates (Rumbaugh et al., 2005). The sequene diagram in Figure 18 spei�es a senarioin whih the Chat interfae onsumes a message send(id,msg) and then transmits themessage reeive(msg) to a Channel interfae.
Figure 18: Example of a sequene diagramIn addition to de�ning semantis for existing UML operators, STAIRS also introduesa new hoie operator alled xalt. This operator is introdued to allow a distintion be-tween inherent nondeterminism (also alled mandatory behaviour) and underspei�ationin terms of potential behaviour where only one alternative need to be present in a �nalimplementation. For desribing potential behaviour, the ommon UML alt operator isused, while a xalt is used to apture mandatory behaviour and distinguish this from po-tential behaviour. (Runde, 2007; Refsdal, 2008). Formally, the operands of a xalt resultin distint interation obligations in order to model the situation that they must all bepossible for an implementation.The following example borrowed from Solhaug (2009) illustrates the di�erene betweenalt and xalt: A beverage mahine should o�er both o�ee and tea, where o�ee an beo�ered as ameriano or espresso. If this is spei�ed by (ameriano alt espresso) xalt tea,the mahine must always o�er the hoie between o�ee and tea sine it is representedby inherent nondeterminism. A mahine that an only serve espresso if o�ee is hosenful�ls the spei�ation sine this alternative is represented by underspei�ation.Probabilisti STAIRS (pSTAIRS) is an extension of STAIRS for speifying probabilis-ti requirements. pSTAIRS introdues a generalisation of the xalt operator, palt, whih ismeant to desribe the probabilisti hoie between two or more alternative operands whose26



joint probability should add up to one. For the purpose of speifying mutually exlu-sive probabilisti alternatives pSTAIRS also introdues the operator expalt. See Refsdal(2008) for a full desription of probabilisti STAIRS.STAIRS uses denotational trae semantis in order to explain the meaning of a se-quene diagram. A trae is a sequene of events. There are two kinds of events: trans-mission and onsumption of a message, where a message is a triple onsisting of a signal,a transmitter and a onsumer. The set of traes desribed by a diagram like that in Fig-ure 18 are all positive traes onsisting of events suh that the transmit event is orderedbefore the orresponding reeive event, and events on the same lifeline are ordered fromthe top downwards. Shortening eah message to the �rst letter of eah signal, we thusget that Figure 18 spei�es the trae 〈!s, ?s, !r, ?r〉 where ? denotes onsumption and !denotes transmission of a message.Formally we let H denote the set of all well-formed traes over the set of events E .A trae is well-formed if, for eah message, the send event is ordered before the orre-sponding onsumption event, and events on the same lifeline are ordered from the top.An interation obligation (p, n) is a lassi�ation of all of the traes in H into threeategories: the positive traes p, representing desired and aeptable behaviour, the neg-ative traes n, representing undesired or unaeptable behaviour, and the inonlusivetraes H \ (p, n). The inonlusive traes result from the inompleteness of interations,representing traes that are not desribed as positive or negative by the urrent inter-ation (Runde et al., 2006). The reason we operate with inonlusive traes is that asequene diagram normally gives a partial desription of system behaviour. It is alsopossible to give a omplete desription of system behaviour. Then every trae is eitherpositive or negative.An interation obligation with a range of probabilities is alled a probability obligation,or p-obligation. Formally a p-obligation is a pair ((p, n), Q) of an interation obligation
(p, n) and a set of probabilitiesQ ⊆ [0, 1]. The assignment of a set of probabilitiesQ ratherthan a single probability to eah interation obligation aptures underspei�ation withrespet to probability, as the implementer is free to implement the p-obligation with anyof the probabilities in Q (Refsdal, 2008). The assignment of an interval of probabilities
{j, n} to an interation obligation (p, n), means that in any valid implementation theprobability of produing the traes in H\ n should be at least j or equivalently, that theprobability of produing traes in n should be at most 1−j. The probability of produingtraes inH\n may be greater than n if p-obligations resulting from di�erent probabilistialternatives have overlapping sets of allowed traes. The semantis of a sequene diagram
D in pSTAIRS is a set of p-obligations.We assume that interfae interation is asynhronous. This does not prevent us fromrepresenting systems with synhronous ommuniation. It is well known that synhronousommuniation an be simulated in an asynhronous ommuniation model and the otherway around (He et al., 1990).Sine we use sequene diagrams to speify the operations of an individual interfae,we only inlude the lifelines of the interfaes that an interfae employs to implementan operation, that is, of the required interfaes. We adopt the onvention that onlythe interfae whose behaviour is spei�ed an transmit messages in a spei�ation ofinterfae operations. Any other lifelines in the spei�ation are required interfaes. Thisorresponds to the onventions Cheesman and Daniels apply for speifying individual27



omponents using UML 1.3 ollaboration diagrams.Example 9 (Chat interations) The diagrams in Figures 19 and 20 speify the sendand login operations of the Chat interfae, respetively. When a user wants to hat she
Figure 19: The send operation of the Chat interfaeinvokes the send operation of the Chat interfae with the ID of her buddy and messageas parameters. The Chat interfae then alls the operation reeive of a Channel interfaewith a mathing buddy id, as illustrated in Figure 19.When a user suessfully logs on to her instant messaging omponent, her messagingservie is registered at a remoting servie. Sine the Chat interfae is a system interfaeit does not store any user data itself. It uses the business interfae UserMgr to validatethe user data, as illustrated in the sequene diagram in Figure 20.

Figure 20: The login operation of the Chat interfaeIf the Chat interfae reeives the message ok(id) it employs a Remoting servie toregister the instant messaging servie. If the login attempt fails, the instant messagingservie is not registered. We use a xalt-operator to speify that an implementation mustbe able to perform both the alternatives where the login sueeds and where it fails. Dueto the assumption that interfae interation is asynhronous, we annot simply speifythe ok(id) or fail(id) messages as alternative replies to the all validate(id,pwd). Insteadwe speify these as two separate invoations of an ok and a fail operation. In reality theinterfae invoking the ok or fail operations will be the same as the one who onsumed thevalidate operation. Due to our onvention that only the spei�ed interfae an transmit28



messages, however, the transmitter of the ok and fail messages are not inluded in thesequene diagram. 2Example 10 (UserMgr interations) The UserMgr interfae handles user informa-tion. When it reeives the message validate(id, pwd), it should either send the messageok(id) or the message fail(id) to a Chat interfae. The onditions under whih alter-native may be hosen is left unspei�ed at this point. In the �nal implementation wewould expet the response ok(id) if the password is orret and fail(id) otherwise. Suha onstraint may be imposed through use of guards, but we have left guards out of theexample for the ase of simpliity. See Runde et al. (2006) for a disussion on the use ofguards in sequene diagrams.

Figure 21: The validate operation of the UserMgr interfaeAs explained above, we annot simply speify the ok(id) or fail(id) messages as repliesto the all validate(id,pwd), due to the assumption that interfae interation is asyn-hronous. Instead we speify that the UserMgr atively invokes an ok or a fail operationof a Chat interfae. In reality the interfae whose ok or fail operations are invoked willbe the same as the one who invoked the validate operation. 2Example 11 (FileTransfer interations) Figure 22 spei�es the sendFile operationof the FileTransfer interfae. If a user wants to send a musi �le to one of her buddies
Figure 22: The sendFile operation of the FileTransfer interfaeshe alls the operation sendFile of the FileTransfer interfae, with the buddy ID and themusi �le as parameters. The FileTransfer interfae must all an operation reeiveFile ofa Channel interfae with the required buddy id, in order to implement this operation. 229



Example 12 (Channel interations) The two diagrams in Figure 23 speify thereeive and reeiveFile operations of the Channel interfae. When the operation to send

Figure 23: The reeive operations of the Channel interfaea message is alled the Channel interfae alls an operation of a Display interfae thatwe assume is provided by the environment. When the operation sendFile is alled witha musi �le as parameter, the Channel interfae heks the format of the musi �le. TheChannel interfae then either alls an operation to play the musi �le or does nothing.Again, the onditions under whih alternative may be hosen is left unspei�ed.We use the xalt-operator to speify that an implementation must be able to performboth the alternatives where the format is found to be ok, and where it is not. 26.2 Interfae risk interationsRisk is the likelihood that an inident ours. Hene, in order to speify interfae riskinterations we need a probabilisti understanding of interfae behaviour. Before we anspeify the risk interations, we need to identify interfae risks. Risk identi�ation is thetopi of the following setion.6.2.1 Identify interfae risksRisk identi�ation involves identifying inidents and measuring their likelihood and on-sequene values. An inident is aused by a threat exploiting omponent vulnerabilities.Risk analysis therefore begins by identifying threats towards assets. In onventional riskanalysis external threats are often inluded in the target of analysis. Sine we have aomponent-based approah, we have stated that the target of analysis is a omponent or aomponent interfae. Sine we do not know what type of platform the instant messagingomponent will be deployed on, we do not know the level of threats it will be exposed to.In order to failitate modularity of risk analysis results we doument risk analysis re-sults in so alled dependent threat diagrams. Dependent threat diagrams extend CORASthreat diagrams (den Braber et al., 2007) with failities for making assumptions of a riskanalysis expliit.Dependent threat diagrams are inspired by assumption-guarantee reasoning, whihhas been suggested as a means to failitate modular system development (Jones, 1981;30



Misra and Chandy, 1981; Abadi and Lamport, 1995). Dependent threat diagrams transferthe assumption-guarantee style to threat modelling, to support doumentation of envi-ronment assumptions. Environment assumptions are used in risk analysis to simplify theanalysis, to avoid having to onsider risks of no pratial relevane and to support reuseand modularity of risk analysis results (Lund et al., 2010).CORAS uses strutured brainstorming inspired by HazOp (Redmill et al., 1999) toidentify and analyse threats towards assets. A strutured brainstorming is a methodial�walk-through� of the target of analysis. Experts on di�erent aspets of the target ofanalysis identify threats and exploitable vulnerabilities. The same method an be usedfor interfaes. We use the use ase diagram and the sequene diagrams as input tothe strutured brainstorming sessions. We doument the results in dependent threatdiagrams.Threat diagrams (dependent or otherwise) desribe how di�erent threats exploit vul-nerabilities to initiate threat senarios and inidents, and whih assets the inidents a�et.The basi building bloks of threat diagrams are as follows: threats (deliberate, aiden-tal and non-human), vulnerabilities, threat senarios, inidents and assets. A non-humanthreat may for example be a omputer virus, system failure or power failure. A threatsenario is a hain or series of events that is initiated by a threat and that may lead toan inident. Figure 24 presents the ions representing the basi building bloks.

Figure 24: Basi building bloks of a CORAS threat diagramA CORAS threat diagram onsists of a �nite set of verties and a �nite set of relationsbetween them. The verties orrespond to the threats, threat senarios, inidents, andassets. The relations are of three kinds: initiate, leads-to, and impats. An initiaterelation originates in a threat and terminates in a threat senario or an inident. Aleads-to relation originates in a threat senario or an inident and terminates in a threatsenario or an inident. An impats relation represents harm to an asset. It originates inan inident and terminates in an asset.Figure 25 shows an example of a threat diagram. From the diagram we see that ahaker sends a rafted musi �le. Further, the diagram says that if a haker sends a rated�le, it may lead to the �le being played, due to the vulnerability that no aeptane isrequired of the reeiver of the rafted �le. Sine playing the rafted �le means exeutingit, playing of the rafted �le may lead to reeption of maliious ode embedded in therafted �le. Aording to the diagram, reeption of maliious ode harms the asset Media�le. 31



Figure 25: Example threat diagramA dependent CORAS diagram is similar to a basi threat diagram, exept that the setof verties and relations is divided into two disjoint sets representing the assumptions andthe target. Figure 26 shows a dependent threat diagram. The only di�erene between adependent threat diagram and a normal threat diagram is the border line separating thetarget from the assumptions about its environment. Everything inside the border linebelongs to the target; every relation rossing the border line, like the leads-to relation fromSend rafted �le to Play rafted �le, also belongs to the target. Everything ompletelyoutside the border line, like the threat senario Send rafted �le and the threat Hakerand the initiate relation from Haker to Play rafted �le, belongs to the assumptions.
Figure 26: Example dependent threat diagramExample 13 (Identify Chat risks). Figures 27 and 28 show dependent threat dia-grams for the Chat interfae assets. The use ase User login involves an operation login,

Figure 27: Threat senario related to the login operationthat we assume a deliberate threat Thief may attempt without authorisation, by sendinga modi�ed query, if the devie that the instant messaging omponent runs on is stolen.We give the inidents short names to ease their referene in subsequent risk overviews.The inident Modi�ed query attempt is therefore desribed by UI1: Modi�ed query at-tempt, where UI1 is the ID of the inident.32



The Chat interfae uses a UserMgr to hek if user data is orret. The UserMgr maybe implemented as an SQL (strutured query language) data base or it may be interatingwith an SQL database. If the UserMgr is not proteted against SQL injetion an attakeran modify or add queries by rafting input. An example of a modi�ed query is to write adouble hyphen (- -) instead of a password. Unless the UserMgr is programmed to handlesuh metaharaters in a seure manner, this has the e�et that the test for a mathingpassword is inativated and the modi�ed query will be aepted.In the ase that the modi�ed query is aepted by the sub-system handling user infor-mation, the Chat interfae will register the Thief, resulting in the inident Unauthorisedlogin. Sine the Chat interfae uses the UserMgr interfae to implement the login op-eration, as spei�ed in Figure 20, the inident Unauthorised login depends on how theprovider of the UserMgr interfae handles modi�ed queries.
Figure 28: Threat senario related to the send operationWe assume that a deliberate threat Impersonator an at as a buddy leading to thethreat senario Message is sent to impersonator, due to the vulnerability No authentia-tion, as doumented in the diagram in Figure 28. 2Example 14 (Identify UserMgr risks). In Figure 29 we doument threat senarios,inidents and vulnerabilities related to the operations of the UserMgr interfae. Reallthat a business interfae is responsible for managing the information handled by thesystem. Sine the UserMgr interfae is a business interfae it only interats with system

Figure 29: Threat senario related to the validate operationinterfaes. The inidents towards the asset of the UserMgr interfae therefore depends onresults from risk analyses of interating interfaes and we use a dependent threat diagramto state assumptions about the environment of the UserMgr.The dependent diagrams of Figure 27 and 29 illustrate that assumptions in one di-agram an be part of the target in another diagram, and vie versa. The assumptionModi�ed query suessful, for example, is in Figure 27 an assumption about an inidenta�eting an interating interfae. In Figure 29 the same inident is part of the target.The UserMgr interfae makes the assumption Modi�ed query attempt whih is part ofthe target in Figure 27. 33



From the diagram we see that the inidentModi�ed query attempt in the environment,may lead to the inident UI3: Modi�ed query suessful due to the vulnerability Nometahar handling. This vulnerability refers to that the UserMgr interfae is not spei�edto hek the arguments to the validate operation for metaharaters, that is, speialharaters with a spei� meaning in an SQL database, suh as hyphens. The UserMgrinterfae is therefore vulnerable to so alled modi�ed queries. 2Example 15 (Identify Channel risks) In Setion 5 we assigned responsibilities forthe Reeive musi �le and Reeive message use ases to an interfae Channel that abuddy an use for sending messages or �les to a user. We assume a deliberate threat
Figure 30: Threat senario related to the reeiveFile operationHaker may exploit the operations desribed by the Reeive musi �le use ase, bysending a rafted musi �le designed to exploit possible bu�er over�ow vulnerabilitiesin a media player. When the operation reeiveFile is alled, the Channel interfae allsan operation from a MediaPlayer interfae to play the musi �le, without prompting theuser. This vulnerability is denoted Aept not required in Figure 30. This vulnerabilitymay be exploited by the threat senario Send rafted �le, leading to the threat senarioPlay rafted �le. Exploiting a bu�er over�ow is about �lling a bu�er with more data thanit is designed for. In this way a pointer address may be overwritten, thus direting thedevie to an unontrolled program address ontaining maliious ode. Thus, the threatsenario Play rafted �le may lead to the inident Reeive maliious ode harming theasset Media �le.The possibility of a bu�er over�ow is a known vulnerability of older versions ofWinamp (ve, 2005). Bu�er over�ow exploits for other media formats have also beenidenti�ed in various media players, inluding Windows Media Player, RealPlayer, AppleQuiktime, iTunes and more (Mannan and van Oorshot, 2004; Sans, 2005). Even thoughvendors release seurity pathes when vulnerabilities are disovered, a devie with a me-dia player whih does not make regular use of these pathes will still be vulnerable. Newvulnerabilities are also frequently disovered, even if old ones are pathed.In Setion 5.2 we also identi�ed Channel Availability as an asset of the Channelinterfae. The asset Channel Availability refers to the time the Channel interfae uses torespond to operation alls. We have identi�ed and doumented two threat senarios thatmay lead to inidents ausing harm to the Availability asset: Spimming and Floodingattak. The threat senarios are doumented in Figure 31.Spimming, or spam over instant messaging is an inreasing problem for instant mes-saging on �xed devies and it is reasonable to assume that this problem will spread tomobile devies. Mobile instant messaging is also vulnerable to denial of servie attaks,suh as �ooding, where a user reeives a large number of messages. 234



Figure 31: Threat senarios related to the reeive operation6.2.2 Estimate likelihoodsAfter having ompleted the identi�ation and doumentation of threat senarios, ini-dents and vulnerabilities, we are ready to estimate the risks. A risk is the likelihood ofan inident and its onsequene for an asset. Risk estimation is to estimate the risk levelof the identi�ed inidents. The objetive is to determine the severity of the risks whihallows us to subsequently prioritise and evaluate the risks, as well as determining whihof the risks should be evaluated for possible treatment.For this task we use dependent threat diagrams de�ned earlier as input and estimaterisk levels by estimating likelihood and onsequene values of the identi�ed inidents. InCORAS the risk estimation is onduted as a strutured brainstorming session involv-ing personnel with various bakgrounds. The result of risk estimation is doumented byannotating dependent threat diagrams with likelihood and onsequene values. Threatsenarios, inidents, initiate relations and leads-to relations may be annotated with like-lihoods. Only impats relations are annotated with onsequene values.Figure 32 shows the same threat diagram as in Figure 25 annotated with likelihoodand onsequene values.
Figure 32: Example threat diagram annotated with likelihood and onsequene valuesThe analyst team has estimated that the likelihood of a haker sending a rafted �lelies within the interval that is mapped to Possible in Table 1. This is doumented inthe diagram by annotating the initiate relation from the deliberate threat Haker to thethreat senario Send rafted �le with this likelihood value. Further, the diagram saysthat in the ase that a haker sends a rafted �le, there is a small likelihood (Unlikely)for this leading to the rafted musi �le being played.If a diagram is inomplete in the sense that it does not doument all the ways in whiha threat senario or inident may happen, we an dedue only the lower bounds of thelikelihoods. For the purpose of the example we assume that the diagrams are ompletein the sense that no other threats, threat senarios, or unwanted inidents than the ones35



expliitly shown lead to any of the threat senarios or to the unwanted inident in thediagrams. Based on the assumption that the diagram is omplete we an alulate thelikelihood of this senario by multiplying the intervals mapping to Possible and Unlikelyas illustrated in Table 8.Soure senario Leads-to Target senario
〈0.25, 0.50] 〈0.00, 0.25] 〈0.25× 0.00, 0.50× 0.25] = 〈0.00, 0.13]Table 8: Example of how one may alulate likelihood valuesSine playing the rafted �le means exeuting it, it is ertain that this will lead toreeption of maliious ode embedded in the rafted �le. We alulate the likelihood valuefor the inident Reeive maliious ode to be Unlikely, using the same proedure as thatused to alulate the likelihood of the threat senario Play rafted �le. The onsequeneof the inident Reeive maliious ode with regard to the asset Media �le is onsideredto be Moderate.In omponent-based risk analysis we must take into aount that the likelihood of athreat may di�er depending on the environment in whih a omponent exists (Verdonand MGraw, 2004). The probability of a risk depends both on the probability of athreat initiating a threat senario, and the probability that a threat senario leads toan inident. The latter probability gives a measure on the degree of vulnerability of aomponent towards a threat. At the omponent or interfae level, we an only know howthe omponent will reat given an attak and we may estimate the likelihood of a threatsenario leading to a new threat senario or an inident, that is, the likelihood of leads-to relations. In order to estimate the likelihood that an attak is suessful we mustonsider vulnerabilities and the e�etiveness of ontrol mehanisms if any suh exists.We annotate the leads-to relations with likelihood values indiating the e�etiveness ofontrol mehanisms.Example 16 (Likelihood estimation for Chat risks) Figures 33 to 34 show thedependent threat diagrams from Example 13 annotated with onditional likelihoods.

Figure 33: Likelihood estimation for login related threatsWe do not know the likelihood of theft, sine that depends on the type of platform theinstant messaging omponent exists on. The likelihood of theft is probably higher for aportable devie like a ell phone, than on a personal omputer. We therefore parameterise36



the onditional likelihood of the initiate relation from the deliberate threat Thief tothe threat senario Thief attempts modi�ed query in the assumption. The possibility togeneralise assumptions through parameterisation failitates reuse and thereby modularityof analysis results.A login attempt is simply passed on to the UserMgr interfae. The leads-to relationfrom the threat senario Thief attempts modi�ed query to the inident Modi�ed queryattempt is therefore annotated with onditional likelihood Certain. This means that theprobability of the latter given the former is 1.0, as de�ned in Table 1.As already mentioned, if a diagram is inomplete, we an dedue only the lowerbounds of the likelihood values on threat senarios and inidents. For the purpose of theexample we assume that the diagrams are omplete in the sense that no other threats,threat senarios or inidents than the ones expliitly shown lead to any of the threatsenarios or the inident in the diagrams. We an therefore obtain the likelihood ofthe threat senario Modi�ed query attempt by multiplying the likelihood of the threatsenario Thief attempts modi�ed query with the onditional likelihood on the leads-torelation leading from Thief attempts modi�ed query to Modi�ed query attempt. Henethe likelihood of the inident Modi�ed query attempt is the same as the likelihood of thethreat senario leading to it, namely X .By assumption the probability of the inident Unauthorised login depends only onthe probability of the inident Modi�ed query suessful in the environment. We assumethat if a modi�ed query is suessful with probability Y this will lead to an unauthorisedlogin with probability Certain. Hene the probability of the inident Unauthorised loginis Y .
Figure 34: Likelihood estimation for sending of messages to impersonatorSine there is no authentiation of buddies we estimate the likelihood of the threatsenario Impersonator poses as buddy leading to the threat senario Message is sent toimpersonator to be Certain. 2Example 17 (Likelihood estimation for UserMgr risks) Figure 35 shows the de-pendent threat diagram from Figure 29 annotated with onditional likelihoods.

Figure 35: Likelihood estimation for suessful modi�ed queryAt this point the UserMgr interfae is not spei�ed to handle metaharaters usedin modi�ed queries. That is, the interfae is not spei�ed to �lter input for speial37



haraters. As explained in Example 14 this may be exploited by a maliious user toraft a request in a spei� way. We estimate it to be a fair hane that a modi�edquery will inativate the test for password. However, we estimate that there is a slightpossibility that a modi�ed query will be rejeted by the regular password hek. Weestimate the likelihood of the inident Modi�ed query attempt leading to the inidentModi�ed query suessful to be Likely. That is, the probability of a suessful modi�edquery is Likely×X . 2Example 18 (Likelihood estimation for Channel risks) Figures 36 and 37 showthe dependent threat diagrams from Example 15 annotated with likelihood values.
Figure 36: Likelihood estimation for reeption of maliious odeAs explained in Example 10 we have left unspei�ed at this point how the hek forvalidity of �le names is performed. Even if a hek of the �le name is implemented, thereis a possibility that a �le is rafted in a manner that may go undeteted. We estimatethe likelihood of the threat senario Send rafted �le in Figure 36 leading to the threatsenario Play rafted �le to be Unlikely. We assume that similar alulations have beendone for the other threat senarios in the dependent threat diagram in Figure 37.

Figure 37: Likelihood estimation for spimming and �ooding6.2.3 Estimate onsequenesThe next step is to assign onsequene values to inidents. The onsequene valuesare taken from the asset's onsequene sale that is de�ned during the requirements toprotetion work�ow. In CORAS the onsequene of an inident with regard to a spei�asset is deided by the asset stakeholder. As explained in Setion 4.2, in omponent-based risk analysis we identify assets on behalf of the omponent or omponent interfaewhih is the target of analysis. Deisions regarding assets and their protetion level must38



therefore be done by the omponent owner, or the development team in an understandingwith the omponent owner.Example 19 (Consequene estimation)Figures 38 and 39 show the dependent threatdiagrams from Example 16 annotated with onsequene values.

Figure 38: Consequene estimation for login related threatsWe have assigned the onsequene value Minor to the impats relation from theinident Modi�ed query attempt, to the asset Chat UserId, and the onsequene valueMajor to the impats relation from the inident Unauthorised login to the same asset.The rationale for this is that a modi�ed query in itself is not so serious with regard tothe asset Chat UserID, whereas an unauthorised login implies that the integrity of theChat UserId is orrupted whih is a major inident for this asset.
Figure 39: Consequene estimation for sending of messages to impersonatorThe severity of the inident Message is sent to impersonator is onsidered to be inthe middle with regard to the asset Message and the impats relation from this inidentis assigned the onsequene value Moderate. In a full risk analysis the exat meaning ofthe onsequene values may be explained by mapping eah linguisti term to onretevalues.Figure 40 shows the dependent threat diagram from Figure 35 annotated with onse-quene values.Figures 41 and 42 show the dependent threat diagrams from Example 18 annotatedwith onsequene values. 26.2.4 Speifying risk interationsDuring the interfae risk interation of the spei�ation work�ow, we identi�ed risks re-lated to eah of the operations spei�ed in the sequene diagrams in Setion 6.1. The39



Figure 40: Consequene estimation for modi�ed query suess

Figure 41: Consequene estimation for reeption of maliious ode

Figure 42: Consequene estimation for spimming and �ooding
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identi�ed risks were doumented in dependent threat diagrams. We are, however, not�nished with doumenting risks, as we want to speify omponent and interfae risks asan integrated part of the omponent spei�ation, using the same type of spei�ationtehniques. The motivation for this is that we want to be able to update our knowledgeabout the risk behaviour when a omponent-based system is upgraded with a new om-ponent. We therefore speify the details of the threat diagrams using sequene diagramsin STAIRS, just as we did for the use ases in Setion 6.1.We use the dependent threat diagrams from the interfae risk interation task de-sribed in Setion 6.2.3, together with the sequene diagrams speifying interfae inter-ations, as input to speifying the interfae risk interations.The risk interations apture how the normal interations an be mis-used in order toause inidents that harm the interfae assets. This implies that inidents are events thatare allowed within the spei�ed behaviour but not neessarily intended. Hene, the onlything that an be added in the spei�ation of risk interations are alternative behaviourswhere the arguments of the operations di�er from the intended ones.A leads-to relation from a diagram element v1 to another diagram element v2 in athreat diagram, means that v1 may lead to v2. If we assign the probability 0.5 to therelation going from v1 to v2 it means that the onditional likelihood that v2 will ourgiven that v1 has ourred is 0.5. That is, there is a 0.5 probability that v1 will lead to
v2. This implies that there is also a 0.5 probability that v1 will not lead to v2. In a threatdiagram we do not inlude the alternative behaviour that does not represent threats orinidents, as they are not relevant for doumenting risks. For example in the dependentthreat diagram desribing the threat senario related to the UserMgr interfae we assignedthe likelihood Likely on the leads-to relation from the inident Modi�ed query attemptto the inident Modi�ed query suessful. The likelihood value Likely is mapped to theinterval 〈0.50, 0.70] in the likelihood sale in Table 1. This means that the onditionallikelihood of Modi�ed query attempt not leading to the inident Modi�ed query suessfulshould be in the interval [0.30, 0.50].When we use a probabilisti sequene diagram to explain the details of a threatdiagram, the alternative behaviour that does not represent threats or inidents is alsoinluded. The alternatives that a partiular event happens or not happens are mutuallyexlusive. We use the expalt operator of probabilisti STAIRS (Refsdal, 2008) to speifymutually exlusive probabilisti hoie in a sequene diagram. Sine the probabilitiesof all operands of a palt or an expalt must add up to one (Refsdal, 2008), we mustinlude both the alternative that the events orresponding to the inident Modi�ed querysuessful happen, and that they do not happen. This ase is illustrated in Example 21. Ingeneral, eah leads-to relation to an element v, in a dependent threat diagram, whih hasa probability or interval of probabilities lower than 1, is desribed by one expalt operatorin the orresponding sequene diagram. The �rst operand of the expalt represents thealternative where v ours and the other operand represents the alternative where v doesnot our.If we have assigned the probability 1.0 to a relation going from a diagram element
v1 to another element v2 it implies that v1 always leads to v2. Hene, given that v1 hasourred, the probability that v2 does not happen is zero. In this ase we do not need touse the expalt operator when speifying the risk interations in a sequene diagram. Thisase is illustrated in Example 20. 41



The urrent version of STAIRS has no failities for doumenting assumptions aboutthe environment. Furthermore, the formal semantis of STAIRS as de�ned by Haugenand Stølen (2003) and Haugen et al. (2004) does not inlude onstruts for representingvulnerabilities, inidents or harm to assets. This means that some of the informationdoumented in the dependent threat diagrams will be lost when we interpret the riskinterations in sequene diagrams. In order to obtain the omplete risk analysis dou-mentation we therefore need both the threat diagrams that doument the onsequenes ofinidents, and the sequene diagrams, that relate risk behaviour to the overall interfaebehaviour. In order to provide a fully integrated risk analysis and interfae spei�a-tion we need a denotational trae-semantis that aptures risk relevant aspets suh asassets and inidents formally. For an approah to represent risk behaviour in a denota-tional trae semantis see Brændeland and Stølen (2006, 2007). Furthermore, we needto map syntatial spei�ations using sequene diagrams to a formal semantis for riskbehaviour. This is a task for future work.Example 20 (Chat risk interations) The two sequene diagrams in Figure 43 il-lustrate the relation between normal interations and risk interations. The sequenediagram to the left spei�es the normal behaviour related to the login operation of theChat interfae.

Figure 43: Normal interation versus risk interation of the Chat interfaeThe sequene diagram to the right spei�es the risk interations related to the loginoperation. Aording to the dependent threat diagram in Figure 38 the login operation ofthe Chat interfae an be exploited to perform a modi�ed query, that is, a speially raftedquery aiming to inativate the password validity hek. One example of a modi�ed queryis to write a double hyphen (- -) instead of a password. This senario is spei�ed in thelower operand of the xalt in the sequene diagram in Figure 43. As already explained, theonly things that an be added when speifying risk interations are alternative behaviourswhere the arguments of the operations di�er from the intended ones.A login attempt to the Chat interfae is simply passed on to the UserMgr interfae.We therefore estimated the likelihood of the threat senario Thief attempts modi�ed queryleading to the inident Modi�ed query attempt to be Certain, orresponding to 1.0. Thismeans that in this ase the attak will always be suessful in the sense that it will lead42



to the inident Modi�ed query attempt. The transmission of the message validate(id,- -)from the Chat interfae to the UserMgr interfae, orresponds to this inident.The other threat senarios, inidents and relations doumented in Figures 38 and 39an be formalised in a similar fashion. 2Example 21 (UserMgr risk interations) Figure 44 shows the details of the targetsenario in the dependent threat diagram for the UserMgr interfae in Figure 40.

Figure 44: Modi�ed query to the UserMgr interfaeWe estimated the likelihood of the inident Modi�ed query attempt leading to theinident Modi�ed query suessful to be Likely, orresponding to the interval 〈0.50, 0.70].The �rst operand of the expalt operator represents the ase that onstitutes the threatsenario: that a modi�ed query attempt is suessful. The inident Modi�ed query su-essful in Figure 29 orresponds to the transmission of the message ok(id) in the sequenediagram in Figure 44. The �rst probability set 〈0.50, 0.7] belongs to this alternative, whihmeans that this alternative should take plae with a probability of at most 0.7. In a prob-abilisti sequene diagram we an only assign probability values to whole senarios, notsingle events. The probability interval 〈0.50, 0.7] refers to the probability set of the traesthat the �rst operand gives rise to.The seond operand represents the alternative where the modi�ed query fails. Theseond probability set [0.3, 0.50] belongs to this alternative, whih means that the prob-ability of an attak not happening is at least 0.3 and at most 0.50.Note that the probability set 〈0.50, 0.7] in Figure 44 does not tell the whole story withregard to the probability of the inident Modi�ed query suessful. The total probabilitydepends on the probability of an attak, of whih this diagram says nothing.The sequene diagram in Figure 45 shows an example of a omplete risk interationthat inludes both the external threat and the a�eted interfaes of the instant messagingomponent.Assuming the probability of a modi�ed query attempt from the thief to be in theinterval [0, 0.4], we use the information from the risk interation diagrams in Figure 43and Figure 44 to onstrut the ombined risk interation diagram for the Thief, theChat interfae, UserMgr interfae and the Remoting interfae. The �rst two operands43



Figure 45: Thief attempts modi�ed queryof the expalt operator, together represent the ase where the thief attempts a modi�edquery. In the �rst operand the attempted modi�ed query is suessful and the thief isregistered. The probability interval 〈0, 0.28] refers to the probability set of the traesorresponding to this senario. This interval is obtained by multiplying the probabilityinterval for the modi�ed query attempt with the probability interval for the alternativewhere the modi�ed query is suessful, orresponding to the upper operand in of theexpalt in Figure 44: [0, 0.4] ∗ 〈0.5, 0.7] = 〈0 ∗ 0.50, 0.4 ∗ 0.7] = 〈0, 0.28]The seond operand represents the ase where the attempted modi�ed query fails, andthe message fail(id) is sent to the Chat interfae. This senario is assigned the probabilityinterval 〈0, 0.2], obtained by multiplying the probability interval for the modi�ed queryattempt with the probability interval for the alternative where the modi�ed query fails,orresponding to the lower operand in of the expalt in Figure 44.The third operand represents the ase where the thief does not attempt a modi�edquery. For our purpose it is not important to know what the thief does, if she doesnot attempt a modi�ed query. This alternative is therefore represented by the generimessage otherwise, sent from the thief to itself. 2Example 22 (Channel risk interations) The sequene diagram in Figure 46 spei-�es the sequene of events involved in the target in Figure 41.The traes obtained by the �rst operand of the expalt operator represent the ase thatonstitutes the threat senario: that a rafted musi �le is sent to the MediaPlayer inter-fae. The inident Reeive maliious ode in Figure 41 orresponds to the transmissionof the message play(vls.mp3) in the sequene diagram in Figure 46. Sine the Channelinterfae is spei�ed to hek validity of �le names, we estimated the probability of thisalternative to be only Unlikely. The seond operand represents the ase where the attakfails, that is, where the �le is disarded. 244



Figure 46: The Channel interfae reeives a rafted mp3 �le
Summary of omponent-based risk analysis: work�ow 2, step 2� Objetive: Identify interfae risks and determine their severity in terms of likeli-hood and onsequene.� Input doumentation: The use ase diagrams from the requirements work�ow,the likelihood sale and onsequene sale from the requirements to protetion work-�ow and the interfae asset diagrams and initial sequene diagrams, showing normalinterations, from the spei�ation work�ow.� Output doumentation: Dependent threat diagrams doumenting interfae risksand sequene diagrams speifying both normal interations and risk interations.� Adaptations to CORAS: The spei�ation of risk interations in sequene dia-grams is not part of the original CORAS method.Table 9: Interfae risk interation
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7 Spei�ationIn this Setion we explain how to hek whether the requirements de�ned in Setion 4, aremet by the omponent spei�ation. In aordane with the integrated proess, we �rstdesribe how the interfaes an be �tted together into a omponent providing the requiredfuntional behaviour (Setion 7.1), and then explain how to ombine the interfae riskanalysis results to hek ompliane with the protetion requirements (Setion 7.2). Riskanalysis omposition is not part of the original CORAS proess.7.1 Component spei�ationComponent spei�ation is the �nal stage of the spei�ation work�ow. During this stagewe desribe how the interfaes an be �tted together into a omponent that re�nes theoriginal requirements.Re�nement refers to a development step from an abstrat spei�ation to a more on-rete spei�ation. Within formal methods the orretness of a development step is veri�-able in a formally de�ned semantis. We use UML use ase diagrams and lass diagrams,that have no formal semantis, to speify the omponent requirements. Rather thanfollowing a formal re�nement step we therefore use the diagrams from the requirementswork�ow to guide the spei�ation of the interfaes and their operations. The details ofthe use ases for eah interfae, are aptured using sequene diagrams in STAIRS (Hau-gen and Stølen, 2003; Haugen et al., 2004), for whih we have a formal semantis. In thissetion we use STAIRS sequene diagrams to speify omponent behaviour that involveinterations between interfaes.A sequene diagram speifying the operations of an individual interfae may be seenas an abstration over the omponent spei�ation. If we want to obtain the p-obligationsof an interfae i from the spei�ation of a omponent c, we proeed as follows:� Let [[ c ]] be the denotational representation of c.1. Remove all events from [[ c ]] in whih i is neither a onsumer nor a transmitter.2. For eah transmission event in whih i is the onsumer, substitute the trans-mitter with a fresh input gate.For a formal treatment of substitution of lifelines and handling of gates, see Runde et al.(2006) and Haugen et al. (2004), respetively. The above proedure is illustrated inExample 23.Example 23 (Combining instant messaging interfaes) As illustrated in Figure 14the only interfaes of the instant messaging omponent that interat among themselvesare the Chat and UserMgr interfaes. The two sequene diagrams in Figure 47 speifythe omplete interation between the Chat and UserMgr interfaes. That is, both thenormal interations spei�ed in the sequene diagrams in Figure 20 and Figure 21 andthe risk interations spei�ed in Figures 43 and 44.The denotation of the sequene diagram User login in Figure 20, whih spei�es thelogin operation of the Chat, interfae an be obtained by following the proedure desribedabove. Let [[ IM_Login ]] denote the sequene diagram to the left in Figure 47. All events46



Figure 47: Interation among the instant messaging interfaesin [[ IM_Login ]] have the interfae Chat as onsumer or transmitter, so no events areremoved. Substitute UserMgr with the fresh input gate names i1 and i2 in [[ IM_Login ]].Until now we have left the gate names impliit in the sequene diagrams. Figure 48shows the sequene diagram from 20 where we have inluded the names of two inputgates: j1 and j2. The set of p-obligations obtained by applying the proedure desribed

Figure 48: The sequene diagram from Figure 20 with expliit input gatesabove to the denotational representation of IM_Login is the same as the denotationalrepresentation of User login with j1 and j2 substituted by i1 and i2. The denotation ofthe sequene diagram Validate in Figure 21 may be obtained in a similar manner. 27.2 Component protetion spei�ationWe must also hek whether the omponent spei�ation ful�ls the requirements to pro-tetion spei�ation, that is, whether any of the identi�ed risks has a high risk level andneeds to be treated. As part of the Component spei�ation step desribed in Setion 7.1,we spei�ed both the normal interations and the risk interations of a omponent, usingSTAIRS. However, as explained earlier, the urrent version of STAIRS has no failities47



for doumenting assumptions about the environment. In order to obtain the ompleterisk analysis doumentation we therefore need dependent threat diagrams that doumentthe onsequenes of inidents and the assumptions on whih risk analyses results depend,in addition to sequene diagrams. As we saw in the example with the Chat interfae andthe UserMgr interfae, when omponent interfaes interat with eah other their risksmay also depend on eah other. In order to obtain a risk piture for the whole omponentwe must in this step ombine the dependent threat diagrams.7.2.1 Reasoning about dependent diagramsAs explained in Setion 6.2.1 the extension of CORAS with dependent threat diagramswas motivated by the need to support modular risk analysis. This is ahieved by fa-ilities for making the assumptions of a risk analysis expliit through diagrams drawnin an assumption-guarantee-style. Assumption-guarantee-style diagrams are partiularlysuited to doument risks of open omponents that interat with and depend on an envi-ronment.We have previously presented a semantis for so alled dependent risk graphs and aalulus for reasoning about them (Brændeland et al., 2010). Dependent CORAS threatdiagrams an be interpreted as dependent risk graphs and reasoned about in the alulusfor risk graphs. We distinguish between two types of risk graphs: basi risk graphs anddependent risk graphs. A basi risk graph onsists of a �nite set of verties and a �niteset of relations between them. A vertex is denoted by vi, while a relation from vi to vjis denoted by vi −→ vj . A relation v1 −→ v2 between verties (threat senarios) v1 and v2means that v1 may lead to v2. Both verties and relations between them are assignedlikelihood values.For a basi risk graph D to be well-formed, we require that if a relation is ontainedin D then its soure vertex and destination vertex are also ontained in D:
v −→ v′ ∈ D ⇒ v ∈ D ∧ v′ ∈ D (1)A dependent risk graph is a risk graph with the set of verties and relations dividedinto two disjoint sets representing the assumptions and the target. We write A ⊲ T todenote the dependent risk graph where A is the set of verties and relations representingthe assumptions and T is the set of verties and relations representing the target. For adependent risk graph A ⊲ T to be well-formed we have the following requirements:

v −→ v′ ∈ A ⇒ v ∈ A ∧ v′ ∈ A ∪ T (2)
v −→ v′ ∈ T ⇒ v′ ∈ T ∧ v ∈ A ∪ T (3)

v −→ v′ ∈ A ∪ T ⇒ v ∈ A ∪ T ∧ v′ ∈ A ∪ T (4)
A ∩ T = ∅ (5)Note that (4) is implied by (2) and (3). This means that if A ⊲ T is a well-formeddependent risk graph then A ∪ T is a well-formed basi risk graph.Sine a risk graph has only one type of vertex and one type of relation, we musttranslate the verties and relations of a CORAS diagram into a risk graph in order tomake the risk graph alulus appliable. We interpret a set of threats t1, . . . , tn withinitiate relations to the same threat senario s as follows: The vertex s is deomposed48



into n parts, where eah sub-vertex sj, j ∈ [1..n] orresponds to the part of s initiatedby the threat tj. We ombine a threat tj , initiate relation ij with likelihood Pj and sub-vertex sj into a new threat senario vertex: Threat tj initiates sj with likelihood Pj. Weinterpret a set of inidents u1, . . . , un with impats relations i1, . . . , in to the same asset aas follows: The vertex a is deomposed into n parts, where eah sub-vertex aj , j ∈ [1..n]orresponds to the part of a harmed by the inident uj. The impats relation from uj isinterpreted as a relation with likelihood 1. Eah sub-vertex aj is interpreted as the threatsenario vertex: Inident uj harms asset a with impat ij . Figure 49 illustrates how thethreat diagram in Figure 38 an be interpreted as a dependent risk graph following thesesteps. For the full proedure for instantiating the risk graphs in CORAS see Brændelandet al. (2010).

Figure 49: Representing the threat diagram in Figure 38 as a dependent risk graphGiven two sub-graphs D,D′, we let i(D,D′) denote D's interfae towards D′. Thisinterfae is obtained from D by keeping only the verties and relations that D′ dependson diretly. We de�ne i(D,D′) formally as follows:
i(D,D′)

def
= {v ∈ D | ∃v′ ∈ D′ : v −→ v′ ∈ D ∪D′} ∪ {v −→ v′ ∈ D | v′ ∈ D′} (6)Let for example
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UlhC
−−−→, UlhC}represent di�erent sub-graphs of the dependent risk graph in Figure 49, based on theabbreviations in Table 10. Then i(A′

1
, T ′

1
) = {TT} and i(T ′

1
, T ′′

1
) = ∅.We do not onsider the inident IDs suh as UI3 to be part of the inident names. Theunwanted inident Modi�ed query suessful in assumption A′′

1
in Figure 49 is thereforeonsidered the same as the unwanted inident in the assumption in Figure 38.A dependent risk graph on the form A ⊲ T means that all sub-graphs of T that onlydepends on the parts of A's interfae towards T that atually holds, must also hold. Thesemantis of a dependent risk graph A ⊲ T is de�ned by:

[[ A ⊲ T ]]
def
= ∀T ′ ⊆ T : [[ i(A ∪ T \ T ′, T ′) ]] ⇒ [[ T ′ ]] (7)49



Tmq = Thief initiates Thief attempts modi�ed query with likelihood X .Ma = Modi�ed query attemptMahC = Modi�ed query attempt harms Chat UserId with onsequene MinorMs = Modi�ed query suessfulUl = Unauthorised loginUlhC = Unauthorised login harms Chat UserId with onsequene MajorTable 10: Abbreviations of vertiesNote that if the assumption of a dependent graph A ⊲ T is empty (i.e. A = ∅) it meansthat we have the graph T , that is the semantis of ∅ ⊲ T is equivalent to that of T .7.2.2 Combining interfae risks into omponent risksIn the following examples we illustrate how to dedue the validity of a ombined threatdiagram obtained from two dependent threat diagrams of two interating interfaes. Weexplain only the subset of the alulus for dependent risk graphs that we need in theexamples. The rules of the alulus are of the form
P1 P2 . . . Pi

Cwhere P1, . . . , Pi is referred to as the premises and to C as the onlusion. The interpre-tation is as follows: if the premises are valid so is the onlusion.In order to reason about dependenies we �rst explain what is meant by dependeny.The relation D ‡D′ means that D′ does not depend on any vertex or relation in D. Thismeans thatD does not have any interfae towards D′ and that D and D′ have no ommonelements:De�nition 1 (Independene)
D ‡D′ ⇔ D ∩D′ = ∅ ∧ i(D,D′) = ∅Note that D ‡D′ does not imply D′ ‡D.The following rule allows us to remove part of the target senario as long as it is notsituated in-between the assumption and the part of the target we want to keep.Rule 2 (Target simpli�ation)

A ⊲ T ∪ T ′ T ′ ‡ T
A ⊲ TThe following rule allows us to remove a part of the assumption that is not onneted tothe rest.Rule 3 (Assumption simpli�ation)

A ∪ A′ ⊲ T A ‡A′ ∪ T

A′ ⊲ T50



Example 24 (Target and assumption simpli�ation) In Examples 13 and 14 wesaw that the risks related to the login operation of the Chat interfae and the validateoperation of the UserMgr interfae depend on eah other. In order to obtain the ombinedrisks of these operations we shall ombine the dependent threat diagrams from Figures 38and 40 into a new dependent diagram. Let A′

1
∪ A′′

1
⊲ T ′

1
∪ T ′′

1
represent the diagram inFigure 49. We assume that the dependent diagram in Figure 49 is orret, that is: weassume the validity of
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(8)Sine we also have A′′

1
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1
, we an apply Rule 3 and dedue

A′

1
⊲ T ′

1
(9)Using the same proedure we an also dedue the validity of

A′′

1
⊲ T ′′

1
(10)

2In order to support the sequential omposition of several dependent threat diagramsinto a new dependent diagram we need a new rule whih is not part of the previouslyde�ned basi set of rules. The rule states that if we have two dependent diagrams A1 ⊲T1and A2 ⊲ T2 where the vertex v in A1 leads to a vertex v′ in T1 and the same vertex
v′ ours in A2, and the two dependent diagrams otherwise are disjoint, then we maydedue A1 ∪A2 ∪ {v} ⊲ {v −→ v′, v′} ∪ T1 ∪ T2.Rule 4 (Sequential omposition)

A1 ∪ {v} ⊲ {v −→ v′, v′} ∪ T1 A2 ∪ {v′} ⊲ T2 (A1 ∪ T1) ∩ (A2 ∪ T2) = ∅

A1 ∪ A2 ∪ {v} ⊲ {v −→ v′, v′} ∪ T1 ∪ T2where v does not our in A1, v′ does not our in A2, and neither v −→ v′ nor v′ oursin T1. The soundness of this rule is shown in Appendix A.Example 25 (Combining dependent diagrams) Let A2 ⊲ T2 represent the diagramin Figure 50, whih shows the threat diagram in Figure 40 interpreted as a risk graph.We use the shorthand notations for the translated and transformed elements listed inTable 10.Let A′′′
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Figure 50: Representing the threat diagram in Figure 40 as a dependent risk graphWe assume the validity of
A2 ⊲ T2 (12)By (11), (12) and the fat that (A2\{Ma}∪T2\{Ms([Likely×X ])})∩(A′′′
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1whih orresponds to the ombined dependent threat diagram for the Chat and UserMgrinterfaes in Figure 51, given the interpretations above. 2

Figure 51: Combined threat diagram for the Chat and UserMgr7.2.3 Evaluating omponent risksAt the omponent level, we need to know the harm against omponent assets. The riskvalue of a risk is the ombination of its likelihood and onsequene value. The likelihoodof an inident is determined from the probability of an attak and the probability ofsuess given an attak. As explained during the risk estimation step when we do a52



risk analysis of a omponent that may exist on di�erent platforms during its lifetime, weannot inlude the external threats in the analysis. Hene, we are not able to estimate theabsolute likelihood values of risks, only the onditional likelihoods that inidents ourgiven attaks or faults of external systems. The probability of an attak being suessfulre�ets the omponent vulnerabilities and the e�etiveness of ontrol mehanisms.There are di�erent strategies we an hoose for evaluating risks in the lak of absolutelikelihood values: One is to evaluate risks with regard to the onditional likelihood valuesthat we have estimated. Another option is to make expliit assumptions about thelikelihood values of the assumed threat senarios and inidents. For example in thedependent threat in Figure 38 we ould say, given that the likelihood of the assumedthreat senario Thief attempts modi�ed query is Likely, that the likelihood of the inidentModi�ed query attempt in the target is also Likely. In suh a ase it is important to makeassumptions that are realisti with regard to potential platforms the omponent may bedeployed in. If the assumed likelihood values are too high it may give the impressionthat the omponent is less trustworthy than it really is. If the assumed likelihood valuesare too low it may render the omponent useless for potential users beause we withoutany real reason impose assumptions that their infrastruture does not ful�l (Lund et al.,2010).If we want to ombine two separate risk analyses that make expliit assumptionsabout the likelihood values of eah other, we need to hek that the assumptions of oneanalysis is onsistent with the target of the other and vie versa. If either analysis hasmade assumptions that are too strong or too weak they must be adjusted to obtain theorret values for the ombined system.Example 26 (Evaluation of instant messaging risks) The ombined threat diagramin Figure 51 shows inidents harming interfae assets Chat UserId and UserMgr UserId.In Setion 5.2 we deided that harm towards interfae assets Chat UserId and UserMgrUserId implies the same level of harm to the omponent asset UserId.For the purpose of the example we have hosen to use the latter of the two strategiesdesribed above to evaluate the risks. That is, we make expliit assumptions about thelikelihood values of the assumed threat senarios and inidents. In order to make visiblethe assumptions on whih the risk evaluations rely, we inlude the assumption in the riskevaluation table of eah asset.If we hoose to instantiate X with Unlikely in the dependent threat diagram in Fig-ure 51 the inidents UI1 and UI2 beome aeptable, whereas UI3 is unaeptable.However, we think this assumption is too strit and hoose Likely instead. We makesimilar assumptions for the assumed threat senarios and inidents a�eting the risk levelof the other omponent assets as doumented in the risk evaluation matries in Tables 12to 14.The inidents a�eting User Id, and their onsequene and likelihood based on theassumed likelihood Likely of the assumed threat, are doumented in the risk evaluationmatrix in Table 11. The risk value of the inidents UI1, UI2 and UI3 are ategorisedas unaeptable. We should therefore identify protetion mehanisms and revise theomponent spei�ations aordingly, to ensure that the requirements to protetion aremet.One possible treatment, as depited in the treatment diagram in Figure 52, is to hekall possible metaharaters to the UserMgr interfae. To save spae, we have not inluded53



Consequene LikelihoodUnlikely Possible Likely Almost ertain CertainAssuming Thief initiates Thief attempts modi�ed querywith likelihood LikelyMinor UI1Moderate UI2Major UI3Table 11: Risk evaluation for UserIdConsequene LikelihoodUnlikely Possible Likely Almost ertain CertainAssuming Impersonator initiates Impersonator poses asbuddy with likelihood LikelyMinor UM1ModerateMajor Table 12: Risk evaluation for MessageConsequene LikelihoodUnlikely Possible Likely Almost ertain CertainAssuming Spimmer initiates Spimming with likelihoodLikely and Adversary initiates Flooding attak withlikelihood LikelyMinor UE1UE2ModerateMajor Table 13: Risk evaluation for AvailabilityConsequene LikelihoodUnlikely Possible Likely Almost ertain CertainAssuming Haker initiates Send rafted �le withlikelihood PossibleMinorModerate UF1Major Table 14: Risk evaluation for Media �le54



Figure 52: Treatment diagram for the Unauthorised login riska revised omponent spei�ation in this example. 2Summary of omponent-based risk analysis: work�ow 2, step 3� Objetive: Combine interfae risk spei�ations into a risk piture for the om-ponent as a whole. Deide whih of the identi�ed risks are aeptable and whihof the risks that must be treated. Identify treatments for the unaeptable risk.Revise the omponent spei�ation if neessary.� Input doumentation: Dependent CORAS threat diagrams with estimated like-lihoods and onsequenes; CORAS risk diagrams; CORAS asset diagrams; the riskevaluation riteria.� Output doumentation: Combined dependent threat diagrams doumentingomponent risks risks and sequene diagrams speifying both normal interationsand risk interations at the omponent level; CORAS treatment diagrams dou-menting the identi�ed treatments; revised omponent spei�ation.� Adaptations to CORAS: Risk omposition is normally not a part of the CORASmethod. Neither is the spei�ation of risk interations in sequene diagrams.Table 15: Component protetion spei�ation8 Related workThe need for onduting risk analysis in the early phases of system development is widelyreognised in the seurity ommunity, and several approahes to this end have been pro-55



posed (MGraw, 2006; Goseva-Popstojanova et al., 2003; Cortellessa et al., 2005; Sindreand Opdahl, 2000, 2005; MDermott and Fox, 1999; MDermott, 2001).There are also several proposals for inluding seurity requirements into the require-ments phase, suh as for example in SeureUML (Lodderstedt et al., 2002) and UML-se (Jürjens, 2005). A seurity requirement is a requirement to the protetion of informa-tion seurity in terms of on�dentiality, integrity, availability, nonrepudiation, aount-ability and authentiity of information (ISO, 2004). SeureUML is a method for modellingaess ontrol poliies and their integration into model-driven software development. Se-ureUML is based on role-based aess ontrol and models seurity requirements forwell-behaved appliations in preditable environments. UMLse is an extension to UMLthat enables the modelling of seurity-related features suh as on�dentiality and aessontrol.Our framework for omponent-based risk analysis and approahes suh as SeureUMLand UML are omplementary and may be used at di�erent stages during a robust de-velopment proess. While SeureUML and UMLse may be used for speifying seurityrequirements, our approah may be used to identify and analyse the probability that se-urity requirements are violated. The violation of a seurity requirement may onstitutean unwanted inident, sine it may ause harm to system assets.Jürjens and Houmb (2004) have proposed an approah to risk-driven developmentof seurity-ritial systems using UMLse. Their approah uses CORAS for the pur-pose of identifying, analysing and evaluating risks. The seurity risks that are foundto be unaeptable are treated by speifying seurity requirements using UMLse (Jür-jens, 2005). Our approah is similar to theirs, in that they propose to ombine CORASwith model-driven development in a seurity ritial setting. One di�erene is that wefous on omponent-based development whih requires a modular approah to risk anal-ysis, whereas Jürjens and Houmb (2004) have no partiular fous on omponent-orientedspei�ation.The model-driven performane risk analysis method by Cortellessa et al. (2005) takesinto aount both system level behaviour and hardware spei� information. They om-bine performane related information of interation spei�ations with hardware har-ateristis, in order to estimate the overall probability of performane failures. Theirapproah is based on a method for arhitetural-level risk analysis using UML.The idea to apply speialised use-ases for the purpose of threat identi�ation was�rst proposed by MDermott and Fox (1999); MDermott (2001). Sindre and Opdahl(2000, 2005) later explained how to extend use-ases with mis-use ases as a means toeliit seurity requirements.The use of threat diagrams in CORAS to struture the hain of events leading from athreat to an inident is inspired by Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) and Event Tree Analysis(ETA). FTA (IEC, 1990) is a top-down approah that breaks down an inident intosmaller events. The events are strutured into a logial binary tree, with and/or gates,whih shows possible routes leading to the inident from various failure points. ETA (IEC,1995) is a bottom-up approah to alulate onsequenes of events. ETA fouses onillustrating the (forward) onsequenes of an event and the probabilities of these.CORAS threat diagrams ombine the features of both fault tree and event tree.CORAS threat diagrams are more general sine they do not have the same binary re-stritions and auses does not have to be onneted through a spei�ed logial gate.56



CORAS diagrams may have more than one top vertex and an be used to model assetsand onsequenes. Moreover, in CORAS likelihoods may be assigned to both vertiesand relations, whereas in fault trees only the verties have likelihoods. The likelihoodof a vertex in a CORAS diagram an be alulated from the likelihoods of its parentverties and onneting relations. The possibility to assign likelihoods to both vertiesand relations has methodologial bene�ts during brainstorming sessions beause it maybe used to unover inonsistenies. Unovering inonsistenies helps to larify misunder-standings and pinpoint aspets of the diagrams that must be onsidered more arefully.Another di�erene between fault trees and CORAS threat diagrams is that fault treesfous more on the logial deomposition of an inident into its onstituents, and less onthe ausal relationship between events whih is the emphasis in CORAS. The most signif-iant di�erene between CORAS and other threat modelling tehniques for our purpose,however, is the extension of CORAS with so alled dependent diagrams, whih failitiesthe doumentation of environment assumptions. Dependent threat diagrams are ruialfor obtaining the modularity of our approah as disussed in Setion 6.2.1. We are notaware of any threat modelling tehniques apart from dependent CORAS that are designedto apture ontext dependenies.The novelty of the presented approah lies in the usage of system development teh-niques suh as UML and STAIRS not only as input for the risk analysis, but also as ameans for doumenting risk analysis results. We identify, analyse and doument risksat the omponent level, thus allowing for the shifting risks depending on the type ofenvironment that a omponent interats with.9 Conlusion and disussionWe have presented a framework for omponent-based risk analysis and provided sugges-tions for integrating it step-by-step into a omponent-based development proess. Theproposed approah fouses on integrating risk analysis into the early stages of omponentdevelopment. Integrating seurity into the requirements and design phase is importantfor several reasons: First, it aids developers to disover design �aws at an early stage.Seond, it aids developers to ensure that omponents are developed in aordane withthe desired protetion level and redues the need for ad ho integration of seurity meh-anisms after the omponent has been implemented.In this setion we summarise the steps we have taken in order to adjust CORASinto a method for omponent-based risk analysis. We also disuss the extent to whihthe presented framework ful�ls the overall requirement of enapsulation and modularitywithout ompromising the feasibility of the approah or the ommon understanding ofrisk. We also disuss our �ndings with regard to further researh needed in order toobtain a full method for omponent-based risk analysis.The requirement that a omponent needs to be distinguished from its environmentin order to be independently deployable, implies that we do not allow any onepts thatare external to a omponent to be part of the omponent-based risk analysis framework.With regard to the requirements to protetion step we therefore adjusted the CORASmethod so that the target of analysis is the omponent or omponent interfae beinganalysed. Furthermore, we have no external stakeholders, but identify assets on behalf57



of the omponent or omponent interfae whih is the target of analysis.Identifying the target of analysis as the omponent itself limits the sope of analysisompared to a onventional risk analysis. It means for example that external threats arenot inluded in the analysis as suh, even though they a�et the overall level of risks.This limitation is disussed further with regard to the risk identi�ation and analysisstep.Identifying assets on behalf of the omponent or omponent interfaes has the on-sequene that tasks that are normally the responsibility of the stakeholders, must beonduted by the omponent owner, or the development team in an understanding withthe omponent owner. These tasks entail identifying assets, establishing the protetionlevel of assets and deiding the onsequene values of inidents.A omponent asset may for example be on�dentiality of information handled by aomponent interfae. Ultimately a omponent buyer may be interested in assets of valuefor him, suh as for example the ost of using a omponent, or his own safety, whihare not the same as the assets of the omponent he is buying. One solution to thismay be to identify the omponent user as a omponent with its own assets and analysehow inidents towards the assets of the bought omponent a�et assets of the owner.A simpler solution would be to identify the omponent user's assets as indiret assetswith regard to the omponent asset and evaluate how a risk harming an asset suh ason�dentiality of information a�ets an asset of the omponent user suh as for exampleost of use.Aording to our oneptual model of omponent-based risk analysis in Figure 5 aomponent is a olletion of interfaes. Hene, the set of omponent assets is the unionof the assets of its interfaes. When we deompose the omponent into interfaes wemust therefore deide for eah asset whih of the omponent interfaes it belongs to. Theassignment of assets to interfaes is not part of the original CORAS method. In order toahieve this task we introdued the following rules of thumb:� An asset referring to data handled by several omponent interfaes, is deomposedinto one asset for eah interfae;� An asset referring to data whih is handled by only one interfae is assigned to theinterfae handling it;� An asset referring to a property of data or a servie is deomposed and assigned tointerfaes handling the data or ontributing to servies for whih the property is ofrelevane.As explained above external threats are not part of a omponent risk analysis, due tothe requirement that a omponent needs to be distinguished from its environment. Thismakes sense sine a omponent may be deployed at di�erent platforms during its lifetimeand the types of external threats towards a omponent may hange depending on theplatform. In order to analyse omponent risk without inluding threats in the analysiswe use so alled dependent threat diagrams that allow us to doument assumptions aboutthe environment and parameterise likelihood values arising from external threats.To obtain the whole risk piture for a omponent running on a given platform, wemust ompose the risk analysis of the omponent with the risk analysis of the platform,or perform an analysis of the platform if none exists. In order to reason about mutually58



dependent diagrams, that is, where the target of one diagram is the assumption of another,we apply a alulus for so alled dependent risk graphs (Brændeland et al., 2010). Wean apply the alulus to hek that a dependent threat diagram is a valid ompositionof two or more dependent threat diagrams. The atual arrying out of the proofs arequite umbersome, however, as we saw in an example. In order to the make use ofdependent threat diagrams feasible in a real risk it should be supported by a tool thatould perform the derivations automatially or semi-automatially, suh as an interativetheorem prover like Isabelle2.We use sequene diagrams in STAIRS (Haugen and Stølen, 2003; Haugen et al., 2004;Runde, 2007; Refsdal, 2008), whih is a formalisation of the main onepts in UML 2.0sequene diagram, to speify interfae interations. We want to update risk analysisdoumentation when a omponent-based system is upgraded with a new omponent.To ahieve this we would like to speify omponent risks as an integrated part of theomponent spei�ation, using the same type of spei�ation tehniques. We thereforepropose to use STAIRS also for the purpose of speifying risk interations based on riskanalysis doumentation in the form of dependent threat diagrams.Risks are identi�ed in relation to the existing interfae spei�ations. This impliesthat inidents are events that are allowed within the spei�ed behaviour but not nees-sarily intended. We an therefore speify omponent risks by supplementing omponentspei�ation with inidents that may happen as part of the normal behaviour. How-ever, the urrent version of STAIRS has no failities for doumenting assumptions aboutthe environment. Furthermore, the formal semantis of STAIRS as de�ned by Haugenand Stølen (2003) and Haugen et al. (2004) does not inlude onstruts for representingvulnerabilities, inidents or harm to assets. This means that some of the informationdoumented in the dependent threat diagrams is lost in the translation into sequenediagrams. In order to fully integrate risk behaviour in interfae spei�ations we need adenotational trae semantis that aptures risk relevant aspets suh as assets and ini-dents formally. For an approah to representing risk behaviour in a denotational traesemantis see Brændeland and Stølen (2006, 2007). Furthermore, we need to map syn-tatial spei�ations using sequene diagrams to a formal semantis for risk behaviour.This is a topi for future researh within the �eld of omponent-based risk analysis.Due to the preliminary state of the presented framework and the qualitative natureof the riteria that we have evaluated our presented framework against, we have useda ase-based example to evaluate our approah. A ase-based evaluation an be usefulin the early phase of a researh proess, in the reation of ideas and insights (Galliers,1992). In order to empirially verify the feasibility of the approah and its in�uene onomponent quality and software development progress, further evaluations are neessary.The CORAS method, whih our approah is based on, was ompared to six otherrisk analysis methods in a test performed by the Swedish Defene Researh Ageny in2009 (Bengtsson et al., 2009). The purpose of the test was to hek the relevane of themethods with regard to assessing information seurity risks during the di�erent phasesof the life yle of IT systems, on behalf of the Swedish Defene Authority. In thetest CORAS got the highest sore with regard to relevane for all phases of the lifeyle. Aording to the report the good sore of CORAS is due to the well established2http://isabelle.in.tum.de/ 59
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(((A1 ∪ T1) ∩ (A2 ∪ T2) = ∅) ∧ v 6∈ A1 ∧ v′ 6∈ A′

2
∧ ({v −→ v′, v′} ∩ T1 = ∅)

∧ [[ A1 ∪ {v} ⊲ {v −→ v′, v′} ∪ T1 ]] ∧ [[ A2 ∪ {v′} ⊲ T2 ]] ⇒)

[[ A1 ∪ A2 ∪ {v} ⊲ {v −→ v′, v′} ∪ T1 ∪ T2 ]]We assume that the three risk graphs: (1) A1 ∪ {v} ⊲ {v −→ v′, v′}∪T1; (2) A2 ∪ {v′} ⊲ T2;and (3) A1 ∪ A2 ∪ {v} ⊲ {v −→ v′, v′} ∪ T1 ∪ T2 ful�l well-formed requirements (2)-(5).Proof:
〈1〉1. Assume: 1. (A1 ∪ T1) ∩ (A2 ∪ T2) = ∅2. v 6∈ A13. v′ 6∈ A′

24. {v −→ v′, v′} ∩ T1 = ∅5. [[ A1 ∪ {v} ⊲ {v −→ v′, v′} ∪ T1 ]]6. [[ A2 ∪ {v′} ⊲ T2 ]]Prove: [[ A1 ∪ A2 ∪ {v} ⊲ {v −→ v′, v′} ∪ T1 ∪ T2 ]]
〈2〉1. ∀T ⊆ {v −→ v′, v′} ∪ T1 ∪ T2 :

[[ i(A1 ∪ A2 ∪ {v} ∪ ({v −→ v′, v′} ∪ T1 ∪ T2) \ T, T ) ]] ⇒ [[ T ]]
〈3〉1. Assume: T ⊆ {v −→ v′, v′} ∪ T1 ∪ T2Prove: [[ i(A1 ∪A2 ∪ {v} ∪ ({v −→ v′, v′} ∪ T1 ∪ T2) \ T, T ) ]] ⇒ [[ T ]]
〈4〉1. Assume: [[ i(A1 ∪ A2 ∪ {v} ∪ ({v −→ v′, v′} ∪ T1 ∪ T2) \ T, T ) ]]Prove: [[ T ]]
〈5〉1. Let: T = T ′ ∪ T ′′ suh that

(T ′ ⊆ {v −→ v′, v′} ∪ T1) ∧ (T ′′ ⊆ T2)Proof: By 〈3〉1.
〈5〉2. [[ i(A1 ∪ A2 ∪ {v} ∪ ({v −→ v′, v′} ∪ T1 ∪ T2) \ (T

′ ∪ T ′′), T ′ ∪ T ′′) ]]Proof: By assumption 〈4〉1, 〈5〉1 and the rule of replaement (Troelstra andShwihtenberg, 2000).
〈5〉3. [[ T ′ ∪ T ′′ ]] 64



〈6〉1. [[ T ′ ]]
〈7〉1. [[ i(A1 ∪ {v} ∪ {v −→ v′, v′} ∪ T1 \ T

′, T ′) ]] ⇒ [[ T ′ ]]Proof: By assumption 〈1〉1.5, 〈5〉1 and de�nition (7).
〈7〉2. [[ i(A1 ∪ {v} ∪ ({v −→ v′, v′} ∪ T1) \ T

′, T ′) ]]
〈8〉1. i(A1 ∪ {v} ∪ ({v −→ v′, v′} ∪ T1) \ T

′, T ′) ⊆
i(A1 ∪A2 ∪ {v} ∪ ({v −→ v′, v′} ∪ T1 ∪ T2) \ (T

′ ∪ T ′′), T ′ ∪ T ′′)
〈9〉1. A1 ∪A2 ∪ {v} ∪ ({v −→ v′, v′} ∪ T1 ∪ T2) \ (T

′ ∪ T ′′) =
(A1 ∪ {v} ∪ ({v −→ v′, v′} ∪ T1) \ T

′) ∪ (A2 ∪ T2 \ T
′′)Proof: By assumptions 〈1〉1.1, 〈1〉1.2, 〈1〉1.3, 〈1〉1.4 and 〈5〉1.

〈9〉2. Assume: V ∈ i(A1 ∪ {v} ∪ ({v −→ v′, v′} ∪ T1) \ T
′, T ′)Prove: V ∈ i(A1 ∪ A2 ∪ {v} ∪

({v −→ v′, v′} ∪ T1 ∪ T2) \ (T
′ ∪ T ′′), T ′ ∪ T ′′)

〈10〉1. Case: V = v1, that is V is a vertex.
〈11〉1. v1 ∈ A1 ∪ A2 ∪ {v} ∪ ({v −→ v′, v′} ∪ T1 ∪ T2) \ (T

′ ∪ T ′′)
〈12〉1. v1 ∈ A1 ∪ {v} ∪ ({v −→ v′, v′} ∪ T1) \ T

′Proof: By assumption 〈9〉2, assumption 〈10〉1 and de�ni-tion (6).
〈12〉2. v1 ∈ (A1 ∪ {v} ∪ ({v −→ v′, v′} ∪ T1) \ T

′) ∪
(A2 ∪ T2 \ T

′′)Proof: By 〈12〉1 and elementary set theory
〈12〉3. Q.E.D.Proof: By 〈9〉1, 〈12〉2 and the rule of replaement (Troelstraand Shwihtenberg, 2000).

〈11〉2. ∃v2 ∈ T ′ ∪ T ′′ :{v1 −→ v2} ∈ (A1 ∪ A2 ∪ {v} ∪
({v −→ v′, v′} ∪ T1 ∪ T2) \ (T

′ ∪ T ′′)) ∪ (T ′ ∪ T ′′)
〈12〉1. ∃v2 ∈ T ′ :{v1 −→ v2} ∈ (A1∪{v}∪({v −→ v′}∪T1)\T

′)∪T ′Proof: By assumption 〈9〉2, assumption 〈10〉1 and de�ni-tion (6).
〈12〉2. Let: v2 ∈ T ′ suh that

v1 −→ v2 ∈ (A1 ∪{v}∪ ({v −→ v′, v′}∪T1) \T
′)∪ T ′Proof: By 〈12〉1.

〈12〉3. v2 ∈ T ′ ∪ T ′′Proof: By 〈12〉2 and elementary set theory.
〈12〉4. v1 −→ v2 ∈ A1 ∪ A2 ∪ {v} ∪

({v −→ v′, v′} ∪ T1 ∪ T2) \ (T
′ ∪ T ′′)

〈13〉1. v1 −→ v2 ∈ (A1 ∪ {v} ∪ ({v −→ v′, v′} ∪ T1) \ T
′) ∪ T ′ ∪

(A2 ∪ T2 \ T
′′)Proof: By 〈12〉2 and elementary set theory

〈13〉2. Q.E.D.Proof: By 〈9〉1, 〈13〉1 and the rule of replaement (Troel-stra and Shwihtenberg, 2000).
〈12〉5. Q.E.D.Proof: By 〈12〉3, 〈12〉4 and ∃ introdution.

〈11〉3. Q.E.D.Proof: By 〈11〉1, 〈11〉2 and de�nition (6).
〈10〉2. Case: V = v1 −→ v2, that is V is a relation.65



〈11〉1. v1 −→ v2 ∈ A1 ∪ {v} ∪ ({v −→ v′, v′} ∪ T1) \ T
′ ∧ v2 ∈ T ′Proof: By assumption 〈9〉2, assumption 〈10〉2 and de�nition (6).

〈11〉2. v1 −→ v2 ∈ A1∪A2∪{v}∪ ({v −→ v′, v′}∪T1∪T2)\ (T
′∪T ′′)

〈12〉1. v1 −→ v2 ∈ (A1∪{v}∪({v −→ v′, v′}∪T1)\T
′)∪(A2∪T2\T

′′)Proof: By 〈11〉1, ∧ elimination and elementary set theory.
〈12〉2. Q.E.D.Proof: By 〈12〉1, 〈9〉1 and the rule of replaement (Troelstraand Shwihtenberg, 2000).

〈11〉3. v2 ∈ T ′ ∪ T ′′Proof: By 〈11〉1, ∧ elimination and elementary set theory.
〈11〉4. Q.E.D.Proof: By 〈11〉2, 〈11〉3 and de�nition (6).

〈10〉3. Q.E.D.Proof: The ases 〈10〉1 and 〈10〉2 are exhaustive.
〈9〉3. Q.E.D.Proof: ⊆-rule.

〈8〉2. Q.E.D.Proof: By 〈5〉2 and 〈8〉1.
〈7〉3. Q.E.D.Proof: By 〈7〉1, 〈7〉2 and ⇒ elimination.

〈6〉2. [[ T ′′ ]]
〈7〉1. [[ i(A2 ∪ {v′} ∪ T2 \ T

′′, T ′′) ]] ⇒ [[ T ′′ ]]Proof: By assumption 〈1〉1.6, 〈5〉1 and de�nition (7).
〈7〉2. [[ i(A2 ∪ {v′} ∪ T2 \ T

′′, T ′′) ]]
〈8〉1. [[ i(A1∪A2∪{v}∪({v −→ v′, v′}∪T1∪T2)\(T

′∪T ′′), T ′∪T ′′) ]]∧[[ T ′ ]]Proof: By 〈5〉2, 〈6〉1 and ∧ introdution.
〈8〉2. i(A2 ∪ {v′} ∪ T2 \ T

′′, T ′′) ⊆
i(A1 ∪A2 ∪ {v} ∪ ({v −→ v′, v′} ∪ T1 ∪ T2) \ (T

′ ∪ T ′′), T ′ ∪ T ′′) ∪ T ′

〈9〉1. Assume: V ∈ i(A2 ∪ {v′} ∪ T2 \ T
′′, T ′′)Prove: V ∈ i(A1 ∪ A2 ∪ {v} ∪

({v −→ v′, v′} ∪ T1 ∪ T2) \ (T
′ ∪ T ′′), T ′ ∪ T ′′) ∪ T ′

〈10〉1. Assume: V 6∈ i(A1 ∪ A2 ∪ {v} ∪
({v −→ v′, v′} ∪ T1 ∪ T2) \ (T

′ ∪ T ′′), T ′ ∪ T ′′) ∪ T ′Prove: ⊥
〈11〉1. V 6∈ (A1 ∪A2 ∪ {v} ∪

({v −→ v′, v′} ∪ T1 ∪ T2) \ (T
′ ∪ T ′′)) ∪ T ′Proof: By assumption 〈10〉1, de�nition (6) and elementary settheory.

〈11〉2. V ∈ (A1 ∪A2 ∪ {v} ∪
({v −→ v′, v′} ∪ T1 ∪ T2) \ (T

′ ∪ T ′′)) ∪ T ′

〈12〉1. V ∈ A2 ∪ {v′} ∪ T2 \ T
′′Proof: By assumption 〈9〉1 and de�nition (6).

〈12〉2. v′ 6∈ T2Proof: By assumption 〈1〉1.6, the assumption that A2∪{v
′}⊲

T2 is well-formed and requirement (5).
〈12〉3. Case: V ∈ A266



〈13〉1. Q.E.D.Proof: By 〈12〉1, assumption 〈12〉3 and elementary settheory.
〈12〉4. Case: V = v′

〈13〉1. Case: v′ ∈ T ′

〈14〉1. Q.E.D.Proof: By assumption 〈13〉1 and elementary set theory.
〈13〉2. Case: v′ 6∈ T ′

〈14〉1. v′ 6∈ T ′′Proof: By 〈12〉2, 〈5〉1 and elementary set theory.
〈14〉2. Q.E.D.Proof: By assumption 〈13〉2, 〈14〉1, assumption 〈12〉4and elementary set theory.

〈13〉3. Q.E.D.Proof: The ases 〈13〉1 and 〈13〉2 are exhaustive.
〈12〉5. Case: V ∈ T2 ∧ V 6∈ T ′′

〈13〉1. T2 ∩ T ′ = ∅
〈14〉1. v −→ v′ 6∈ T2Proof: By 〈12〉2, the assumption that A2 ∪ {v′} ⊲ T2 iswell-formed and requirement (3).
〈14〉2. Q.E.D.Proof: By assumption 〈1〉1.1, 〈12〉2, 〈14〉1 and elemen-tary set theory.

〈13〉2. Q.E.D.Proof: By assumption 〈12〉5, 〈13〉1 and elementary settheory.
〈12〉6. Q.E.D.Proof: The ases 〈12〉3, 〈12〉4 and 〈12〉5 are exhaustive.

〈11〉3. Q.E.D.Proof: By 〈11〉1, 〈11〉2 and ⊥ introdution.
〈10〉2. Q.E.D.Proof: Proof by ontradition.

〈9〉2. Q.E.D.Proof: ⊆ rule.
〈8〉3. Q.E.D.Proof: By 〈8〉1 and 〈8〉2.

〈7〉3. Q.E.D.Proof: By 〈7〉1, 〈7〉2 and ⇒ elimination.
〈6〉3. Q.E.D.Proof: By 〈6〉1 and 〈6〉2.

〈5〉4. Q.E.D.Proof: By 〈5〉1, 〈5〉3 and the rule of replaement.
〈4〉2. Q.E.D.Proof: ⇒ introdution

〈3〉2. Q.E.D.Proof: ∀ introdution. 67



〈2〉2. Q.E.D.Proof: By 〈2〉1 and de�nition (7).
〈1〉2. Q.E.D.Proof: ⇒ introdution.
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B Key terms and de�nitionsInterfae. A ontrat desribing a set of provided operations and the servies requiredto provide the spei�ed operations.Component. A olletion of interfaes some of whih may interat between themselves.Event. The transmission or onsumption of a message by an interfae.Asset. An item or a feature of value to an interfae for whih it requires protetion.Inident. An event of an interfae that harms at least one of its assets.Risk. The ombination of the onsequene and likelihood of an inident.Risk analysis. The proess to understand the nature of risk and determining the levelof risk.Component-based risk analysis. A proess for analysing separate parts of a systemor two systems independently with means for ombining separate analysis resultsinto an overall risk piture for the whole system.Risk modelling. Tehniques used to aid the proess of identifying and estimatinglikelihood and onsequene values.Risk graph. A strutured representation of inidents, their auses and onsequenes.Dependent risk graph. A risk graph that is divided into two parts; one part thatdesribes the target of analysis and one part desribes the assumptions on whihthe risk estimates depend.
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